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6 ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT 
 

Natural killer (NK) cells are an essential part of immune system, providing  

self-surveillance of virally infected, stress transformed or cancerous cells. NKR-P1 receptors 

and their ligands from clec2 gene family represent an alternate missing-self recognition 

system of NK cells based on interaction of highly related C-type lectin-like receptors. 

Human NKR-P1 has been described more than twenty years ago but still remains the sole 

human orthologue of this receptor family, particularly numerous in rodents. Upon binding 

to its cognate ligand LLT1, NKR-P1 can relay inhibitory or co-stimulatory signals. Although 

being interesting targets for their potential role in tumor immune evasion and autoimmunity, 

nature of their interaction is still unclear. 

To elucidate the architecture of their interaction, we developed a generally applicable 

method for recombinant expression of human NKR-P1 and LLT1 and their homologues 

based on transfection of HEK293S GnTI- cell line. Further, we described a stabilizing 

His176Cys mutation, that enables for expression of highly stable and soluble LLT1. Finally, 

we have crystallized LLT1 and human NKR-P1 in different glycosylation states both as 

individual proteins and in complex. While both structures of LLT1 and NKR-P1 follow the 

classical C-type lectin-like superfamily fold, contrary to LLT1, NKR-P1 forms a unique 

homodimer centered by its helix α1 that is similar to Dectin-1. Moreover, in the structure of 

their complex the α1/α2-centered dimers alternate in bivalent interaction of two distinct 

types. While the first type is similar to manner of interaction of related human NKp65:KACL 

and mouse NKR-P1B:m12 complexes, the second one is unique.  
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ABSTRAKT 
 

Přirozené zabíječské (Natural killer, NK) buňky jsou důležitou složkou imunitního 

systému poskytující dohled nad viry infikovanými, stresem transformovanými nebo 

rakovinnými buňkami. Receptory NKR-P1 a jejich přirozené ligandy z genové rodiny clec2 

představují alternativní „missing-self“ NK buněčný systém rozpoznávání, založený na 

interakci vysoce příbuzných receptorů podobných C-lektinům. Lidské NKR-P1 bylo 

objeveno před vice než dvaceti lety, přesto stále zůstává jediným lidským orthologem této 

receptorové rodiny početné především u hlodavců. Po navázání na svůj přirozený ligand 

LLT1 receptor NKR-P1 může předávat inhibiční nebo kostimulační signály. Pro svou 

potenciální roli v imunitním úniku nádorů a autoimunitě jsou zajímavými cíli výzkumu, 

přesto je povaha jejich interakce stále nejasná.  

Abychom objasnili strukturní povahu jejich interakce, vyvinuli jsme obecně 

použitelnou metodu pro rekombinantní expresi lidského NKR-P1 a LLT1 a jejich homologů 

založenou na transfekci buněčné linie HEK293S GnTI-. Popsali jsme stabilizující mutaci 

His176Cys umožňující přípravu vysoce stabilního rozpustného receptoru LLT1. Připravený 

receptor LLT1 a lidské NKR-P1 jsme vykrystalizovali v různých glykosylačních stavech 

jednak samostatně a také v jejich komplexu. Struktury LLT1 i NKR-P1 obsahují klasické 

strukturní prvky proteinů podobných lektinům C-typu. Avšak na rozdíl od LLT1 NKR-P1 

tvoří unikátní homodimer centrovaný podle svého α1 helixu, který je velmi podobný 

receptoru Dectin-1. Ve struktuře komplexu tyto α1/α2 centrované dimery alternují 

v bivalentní interakci dvou různých typů. Jeden typ je velice podobný interakci příbuzného 

lidského NKp65:KACL i myšího NKR-P1B:m12 komplexu, druhý je unikátní. 

 



 
8 ABBREVIATIONS

ABBREVIATIONS 
ADCC Antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity 

aFGF Acidic fibroblast growth factor 

AICL Activation-induced C-type lectin 

CD Cluster of differentiation 

clec2 C-type lectin receptor cluster 2 

Clr C-type lectin related protein 

CRD Carbohydrate recognition domain 

CTLD C-type lectin-like domain 

CTLR C-type lectin-like receptor 

GlcNAc N-acetylglucosamine 

GST Glutathione S-transferase 

HEK293 Human embryonic kidney cell line 293  

HER2 Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 

HLA Human leukocyte antigen 

IFN Interferon 

Ig Immunoglobulin 

IL Interleukin 

ITAM Immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif 

ITIM Immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibition motif 

KACL Keratinocyte associated C-type lectin 

KIR Killer-cell immunoglobulin-like receptor 

klr Killer cell lectin-like receptor 

LIR Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor 

LLT1 Lectin like transcript 1 

lPEI Linear polyethyleneimine 

MAIT Mucosal associated invariant T cell 

Man Mannose 

MCMV Mouse cytomegalovirus 

MHC Major histocompatibility complex 

MIC MHC class I polypeptide-related sequence 

NCR Natural cytotoxicity receptor 
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NHL Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma 

NK  Natural killer  

NKp Natural killer protein 

NKR-P1 Natural killer receptor protein 1 

NKT  Natural killer T cells 

Ocil Osteoclast inhibitory lectin 

p27 Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1B 

RA Rheumatoid arthritis 

RAG Recombination-activating genes 

SLT Secondary lymphoid tissue 

SNP Single nucleotide polymorphism 

SUMO Small ubiquitin-like modifier 

Tc Cytotoxic T lymphocytes 

TGF Transforming growth factor 

Th Helper T lymphocyte 

TNF Tumor necrosis factor 

TRX Thioredoxin 

ULBP UL16 binding protein 
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11 1. INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 NATURAL KILLER CELLS 

Recently a 40-years anniversary marked the discovery of innate lymphoid cells 

obtained from unimmunized mice that were reported to be able to spontaneously kill 

allogeneic tumor cells [Greenberg and Playfair, 1974; Herberman et al., 1975; Kiessling et 

al., 1975]. Their importance for cancer immune-surveillance was understood early on 

[Kiessling et al., 1976; Glimcher et al., 1977], however the mechanisms of tumor recognition 

and elimination remained elusive. At first a specific reaction against some antigens of viral 

origin was suggested [Herberman et al., 1975; Kiessling et al., 1975]. However, throughout 

the next decade it became evident that these lymphoid cells recognize and eliminate tumor 

cells that express low levels of self-class I molecules of the major histocompatibility 

complex (MHC) [Ljunggren and Karre, 1985; Karre et al., 1986]. This “missing-self” 

concept sufficiently explained the ability to eliminate emerging malignant cells, while 

sparing healthy tissues [Ljunggren and Karre, 1990]. For their naturally occurring 

cytotoxicity not reliant on antigen sensitization, these cells were dubbed natural killer (NK) 

cells. 

NK cells are large granular lymphocytes arising from a common lymphoid progenitor 

shared by T and B cells (Figure 1, pg. 12) [Kondo et al., 1997]. Lacking the T and B cell 

receptors they are traditionally characterized by the CD3-CD16+/-CD56+CD161+/- phenotype 

[Trinchieri, 1989]. However, expression of CD56, the isoform of neural cell adhesion 

molecule found on NK cells and minority of T cells, have not been observed on murine  

NK cells [Walzer et al., 2007]. It has been suggested that expression of activating natural 

cytotoxicity receptor NKp46 best defines NK cells across the species [Sivori et al., 1997; 

Moretta et al., 2002; Walzer et al., 2007]. However, NKp46 was reported on a small subset 

of human cytotoxic T lymphocytes and some CD3-CD56+ cells have very low-density of 

NKp46 expression [Meresse et al., 2006; Walzer et al., 2007]. Therefore, a truly specific  

pan-NK cell marker is still missing [Caligiuri, 2008]. 

NK cells are short lived and estimated to constitute 5 to 15 % of circulating 

mononuclear cells (likely more than 2 billion circulating in an adult at any time [Blum and 

Pabst, 2007]) and as much as 25 % of all lymphoid cells in lymphoid organs [Whiteside et 

al., 1998]. Although NK cells are derived from the CD34+ hematopoietic progenitor cells 
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in bone marrow or thymus [Shibuya et al., 1993; Miller et al., 1994; Galy et al., 1995], 

their development does not occur wholly in primary lymphoid organs, as originally thought, 

but also in secondary lymphoid tissue (SLT) [Freud et al., 2014; Scoville et al., 2017]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Origin of natural killer cells. Simplified differentiation tree of pluripotent 
hematopoietic stem cells branching into various types of myeloid and lymphoid cells. 
Natural killer cells originate from a common lymphoid progenitor, same as T and B 
lymphocytes [OpenStax, 2013].

 

This is suggested mainly by selective enrichment of unique population of CD34+ CD45RA+ 

pre-NK as well as the immature CD56bright (with high density surface expression of CD56) 

NK cells in SLT relative to bone marrow and blood, where the more mature CD56dim  NK 

cells are abundant [Fehniger et al., 2003; Freud et al., 2005]. Furthermore, SLT contains 

large quantities of dendritic and antigen presenting cells expressing membrane-bound IL-15 

[Mattei et al., 2001; Meresse et al., 2006] required for NK cell maturation [Mrozek et al., 

1996; Kennedy et al., 2000; Koka et al., 2003]. As early as during the fetal development, 

bipotent T/NK progenitor cells can be found in the liver  as well as in thymus [Sanchez et 

al., 1994; Carlyle et al., 1997; Spits et al., 1998; Ikawa et al., 1999; Douagi et al., 2002]. 
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In terms of stages, activation antigens and the dynamics of precursor migration into and out 

of the primary site of development, NK cell development bears similarities of T cell 

development occurring in thymus [Freud and Caligiuri, 2006; Caligiuri, 2008]. Moreover, 

the cytotoxic action of NK cells is akin to that of cytotoxic T cells and of a T cell 

subpopulation named NKT cells for bearing typical NK cell surface markers (NKR-P1) as 

well as T cell receptors [Hammond and Godfrey, 2002].  

The innate response of NK cells is rapid and targeted against tumor, viral 

or intracellular bacteria infected cells. It relies on directed exocytosis of specialized 

lysosomes – cytotoxic granules containing proteins such as perforin, granzymes and 

Fas ligand [Bossi and Griffiths, 1999; de Saint Basile et al., 2010; Voskoboinik et al., 2015]. 

Moreover, NK cells express the low affinity FcγRIIIA receptor (CD16) that facilitates 

antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) which contributes to immune surveillance 

of infected cells. NK cells can also shape adaptive immune responses and prevent excessive 

inflammation by killing other activated immune cells [Soderquest et al., 2011; Waggoner et 

al., 2011; Lang et al., 2012; Sepulveda et al., 2015]. Deficiency in such cell-mediated 

cytotoxicity in immunodeficient patients is associated with potentially fatal 

hyperinflammatory syndromes usually triggered by intracellular infections [Meeths et al., 

2014; Voskoboinik et al., 2015]. 

Besides immunoregulatory activity through natural cytotoxicity, NK cells are a major 

source of chemokines and cytokines [Caligiuri, 2008]. Upon interaction with susceptible 

target cell or activation by combinations of IL-2, IL-15, IL-12 and IL-18, NK cells produce 

IFN-γ and TNF cytokines [Fehniger et al., 1999; Fauriat et al., 2010]. IFN-γ protects 

activated T cells from NK cell cytotoxicity, promotes Th1 cell differentiation, enhances 

MHC class I expression and has potent anti-mycobacterial, anti-viral and growth inhibitory 

effects [Schroder et al., 2004; Crouse et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2014]. TNF initiates pro-

inflammatory cytokine cascades. In addition, recent findings showed that NK cells are 

capable of maintaining a form of immunological memory [Cooper et al., 2009; Vivier et al., 

2011; Cerwenka and Lanier, 2016]. Thus, although historically regarded as a part of  

non-adaptive immunity, NK cells play rather a role of a “connective tissue” between 

adaptive and innate immunity whilst being complementary to the cytotoxic T lymphocytes 

[Vivier et al., 2011]. 

The anti-tumor functions of NK cells are of a particular interest for cancer 

immunotherapy. Indeed, NK cells major role in surveillance of tumor growth and metastasis 
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has been demonstrated in animal models as well as in a wide range of clinical data. Notably, 

mice deficient in NK cell numbers [Kim et al., 2000; Sathe et al., 2014] or functions 

[Talmadge et al., 1980] are more susceptible to transplanted tumors, while patients with high 

abundance of NK cells show reduced cancer incidence [Imai et al., 2000] or less abundant 

metastases with improved survival rates [Delahaye et al., 2011; Remark et al., 2013].  

However, the anticancer activity of NK cells can be hampered by tumor mediated 

immune suppression. Physical contacts with tumor cells as well as soluble factors –  

i.e. TGF-β, migration inhibitory factor; were described to alter expression of NK cell 

receptors and to suppress their functions [Greenberg and Playfair, 1974; Krockenberger et 

al., 2008; Carlsten et al., 2009; Mamessier et al., 2011]. A well-known contributing 

mechanism is the shedding of the NKG2D ligands (MICA, MICB) from the surface of 

tumors, causing internalization of the activating receptor NKG2D upon interaction with 

them [Baragano Raneros et al., 2014]. Also hypoxia – a prominent feature of the tumor 

microenvironment has been shown to disrupt expression of activating NK cell receptors 

[Balsamo et al., 2013]. Indeed, NK cell cytotoxic activity is dramatically reduced at low 

concentrations of dioxygen [Sarkar et al., 2013]. Defective NK cell activity can also have 

a negative impact on monoclonal antibody therapies introduced in recent years in the clinical 

fight against several malignancies [Weiner et al., 2010], where reduced CD16 expression on 

tumor associated NK cells impairs ADCC toward antibody coated carcinoma cells [Carrega 

et al., 2008]. Therefore, it is possible that many such antibody therapeutics fail to induce 

ADCC in cancer patients, despite their ability to efficiently trigger ADCC of healthy donor 

NK cells in vitro. Apart from cancer induced alteration of NK cell functions the tumor cell 

editing by NK cells is another undesirable mechanism [Dunn et al., 2004]. Cancer 

immunoediting process consists of natural selection of escaping tumor clones that harbor 

mutations rendering them more resistant to the immune attack. Unfortunately, most tumors 

do not become clinically apparent until in the escape phase [Vesely et al., 2011]. 

 

1.2 NK CELL RECOGNITION 

As mentioned above, unlike B and T lymphocytes, NK cells do not require a prior 

antigen sensitization for specific recognition of target cells. For this purpose, NK cells are 

equipped with a plethora of surface inhibitory and activating receptors governing their 

activation through a fine balance of induced signals (Figure 2, pg. 15) [Vivier et al., 2008]. 
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Their activation is therefore dependent on the presence of specific NK receptors as well as 

the amount of their specific ligands on the surface of the target cells. These receptors are 

germline encoded and do not involve gene rearrangement mediated by the RAG 

recombinases, contrary to the T and B cell receptors [Lanier et al., 1986]. Since their 

discovery, three hypotheses elucidating the NK cell recognition withstood the test of time. 

The missing-self recognition describes the ability of NK cells to attack target cells 

that express insufficient levels of MHC class I molecules. MHC class I molecules are 

 

 
Figure 2: Simplified modes of action of NK cells. A. Upon encountering healthy 
self-cell, NK cell activating signals are inhibited through action of phosphatases 
coupled with inhibitory receptors. B. Missing-self recognition. Virus infected cell has 
downregulated expression of MHC class I molecules, ligands of inhibitory receptors. 
Upon interaction with NK cell, non-suppressed activating signal triggers kill ing of 
the target cell. C. Induced-self recognition. Stressed cell expresses activating 
ligands. Although it also expresses MHC class I molecules, upon interaction with NK 
cell insufficient inhibitory signal does not suppress NK cell activation. PTK – protein 
tyrosine kinase, PTP – protein tyrosine phosphatase [Abbas et al., 2012]. 
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markers of health recognized by specific inhibitory NK receptors. These include mainly NK 

receptors from the Ly49 protein family in mice and killer-cell immunoglobulin-like 

receptors (KIR) [Dimasi and Biassoni, 2005] and leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptors 

(LIR) [Davidson et al., 2010] in humans and heterodimeric CD96/NKG2A and B [Borrego 

et al., 1998; Vance et al., 1998] in both species (Figure 3A). Indeed, downregulation of MHC 

class I molecules is a common strategy of virally infected and tumor cells to evade cytolysis 

by Tc lymphocytes, thus missing-self recognition can be understood as a defensive 

countermeasure of the immune system [Karre et al., 1986; Ljunggren and Karre, 1990; Orr 

and Lanier, 2010]. Although NK cells could in theory kill any target cells that fail to engage 

with their inhibitory receptors (Figure 2, pg. 15), the absence of MHC class I molecules is 

not sufficient for complete activation of NK cell cytotoxicity. In addition, a sufficiently 

potent activating signal has to be obtained through NK activating receptors [Bryceson et al., 

2006]. This explains why under homeostasis NK cells do not engage targets with no 

(erythrocytes) or low (neurons) expression of MHC class I molecules [Lanier, 2005]. 

A B 

Figure 3: Inhibitory and activating receptors. A. Side view of the inhibitory 
heterodimeric CD94/NKG2A bound to MHC class I molecule HLA-E. CD94/NKG2A 
subunits are represented as cyan and blue cartoon structures, respectively. The 
heavy chain of HLA-E and β2-microglobulin are shown as orange and violet cartoon, 
respectively, with the VMAPRTLFL peptide bound to HLA-E as red space-fil l ing 
model (PDB ID: 3CD6) [Petrie et al., 2008]. B. Side view of activating homodimeric 
NKG2D bound to viral infection induced ligand ULBP6. Subunits of NKG2D and 
ULBP6 are represented as cyan and orange cartoon structures, respectively (PDB 
ID: 4S0U) [Zuo et al., 2017].
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Certain internal changes in expression level or localization of self-molecules in 

stressed or disease-damaged tissues have been shown to activate NK cell cytotoxicity. This 

stress induced-self recognition relies on interaction of activating NK receptors with ligands 

that are under homeostasis negligibly presented on cell surface (Figure 2, pg. 15) [Bottino et 

al., 2005; Brandt et al., 2009; Raulet and Guerra, 2009]. These ligands are upregulated and 

presented on the cellular surface under diseased conditions to signal the immune system 

a self-target for killing. Recognition of B7 proteins [Matta et al., 2013] or nuclear BAG-6 

[Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2015] by activating receptor NKp30 [Brandt et al., 2009; Li 

et al., 2011], or recognition of stress inducible MICA and MICB or recently described 

ULBP6 by activating receptor NKGD2 [Bauer et al., 1999; Cosman et al., 2001; Eagle et 

al., 2009] are prime examples of this recognition strategy (Figure 3B, pg. 16). 

Lastly and as already mentioned, NK cells express the low affinity FcγRIIIA receptor 

(CD16) that relates activation signal upon interaction with Fc fragment of antibody. NK cells 

can thus attack antibody coated targets in ADCC manner. The power of NK cells ADCC has 

been already utilized in antibody based cancer immunotherapies. Currently, there are several 
 

 
Figure 4: Utilization of antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity in cancer 
immunotherapy. Crystal structure of extracellular domain of human HER2 bound to 
Herceptin Fab. HER2 is shown as red cartoon structure. Subunits of Herceptin Fab 
are shown as cyan and green solvent accessible surface models (PDB ID: 1N8Z) 
[Cho et al., 2003]. HER2 antigen expression is upregulated on breast cancer cells. 
Herceptin binds to the tumor marker and presents its Fc portion for stimulation of 
antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity.
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such clinically approved antibodies – e.g. anti-HER2 Trastuzumab (Herceptin, breast cancer; 

Figure 4, pg. 17) [Triulzi et al., 2015] or anti-CD20 Rituximab (Rituxan, malignancies 

connected with B lymphocytes dysfunctions) [Meiners et al., 2011; Veeramani et al., 2011]. 

Although these therapies could be successful, the aforementioned cancer mediated immune 

suppression may disrupt their effects. 

 

1.3 NK CELL TOLERANCE AND RESPONSIVENESS   

NK cells can acquire autoreactivity just like T and B lymphocytes, even though  

NK receptors do not undergo somatic diversification. This is mainly due to lack of inhibitory 

receptors that bind to the MHC class I molecules of the host [Fernandez et al., 2005; Kim et 

al., 2005] or expression of activating receptors recognizing self-ligands – including MHC 

class I molecules [Moretta et al., 1995; Lanier, 2005; Stewart et al., 2005]. The array of 

inhibitory and activating receptors that the individual NK cell expresses during development 

is largely random [Parham, 2005]. In addition, the genes for the NK receptors and the 

MHC ligands lie on different chromosomes, thereby it is possible to inherit an allelic set of 

activating receptors recognizing a self-ligand, while the inhibitory receptors are unable to 

recognize the given MHC ligands. 

To acquire tolerance to self, the immature NK cells take part in so called NK cell 

education. In order to gain full spectrum of effector functions, developing NK cell inhibitory 

receptors are engaged by self MHC class I molecules. Thereby, the inhibitory receptors have 

a rather positive effect on functional development pathway, opposed to delivering inhibitory 

signals in mature NK cell cellular recognition. During this unique process, the potentially 

autoreactive NK cells are selected, but rather than clonally deleted a state of 

hyperresponsiveness is induced. Thus, the autoreactive NK cells are defused, while NK cells 

tolerant to self molecules continue to mature. Indeed, in MHC class I deficient mice and 

humans NK cell levels are normal, but they fail to exert detectable autoimmunity or to kill 

MHC class I deficient autologous cell both in vivo and in vitro [Liao et al., 1991; Hoglund 

et al., 1998; Zimmer et al., 1998]. These NK cells are not only unresponsive to self but are 

also hyporesponsive to tumor cells or to crosslinking by antibodies specific for activating 

receptors [Liao et al., 1991; Kim et al., 2005; Lanier, 2005; Anfossi et al., 2006; Cooley et 

al., 2007]. 
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This static model of NK cell education and responsiveness is currently being 

challenged by a dynamic “rheostat” model (Figure 5). According to this hypothesis NK cell 

education doesn’t function as an on/off switch, but is rather dependent on the strength of the 

educating signal from MHC class I molecules [Brodin et al., 2009; Joncker et al., 2009; 

Brodin et al., 2010; Joncker et al., 2010]. In addition, it is proposed that this molecular 

rheostat is continuously tuned, even in the mature NK cells by combined interpretation of 

signals from inhibitory, activating and cytokine receptors [Hoglund and Brodin, 2010]. Thus, 

the NK cell function is proposed to be seamlessly adjusted (re-educated) to the unique 

environment of different organs, inflammatory responses in autoimmunity or tissue damage 

during infections. The relevance of the dynamic model is of a particular interest for the use 

of NK cells as donor infusions for cancer treatment. If NK cells completely adapt to the new 

host MHC class I molecules setup of surrounding cells, they could not only become tolerant 

to the patient’s cells, but may also lose the capacity to kill the malignant cells. 

 
Figure 5: The dynamic “rheostat“ model describing tuning of NK cells 
responsiveness. Signals from inhibitory, activating and cytokine receptors are 
integrated to set a threshold for responsiveness. Depending on the input, NK cell 
responsiveness will be turned down (blue) or up (red), reflected by an increased or 
decreased threshold for responsiveness, respectively. A given stimulus will be less 
likely to trigger response in a blue NK cell compared to the red and vice versa 
[Kadri et al., 2016]. 
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Several results speaking in favor of this dynamic model have been reported; 

for example, it was shown that both in mice and humans NK cell responsiveness is tuned 

depending on the amount of inhibitory ligand input it had encountered during education and 

in the normal environment [Joncker et al., 2009; Brodin et al., 2010; Sleiman et al., 2014]. 

However, the question of tunability of NK cell responsiveness remains ambiguous and 

further work in this field has to be conducted in order to obtain a definitive answer. 

 

1.4 NK RECEPTORS 

Unlike B and T cell receptors, targeting of NK cells is not defined by one type 

of antigen specific receptor. NK cells possess plethora of constitutively expressed surface 

receptors that cooperate in delivering a verdict of target cell life or death. Moreover, recent 

studies using multiparameter mass cytometry revealed existence of 6.000 – 30.000 

phenotypically distinct peripheral NK cell types in an individual [Horowitz et al., 2013; 

Leavy, 2013; Lanier, 2014]. According to the signalization influence on NK cell activation 

we can categorize NK receptors as inhibitory or activating. 

Common feature of inhibitory receptors is long cytoplasmic tail containing at least 

one immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibition motif (ITIM) defined by consensus sequence 

Ile/Val/Leu/Ser-x-Tyr-x-x-Ile/Val/Leu. Upon interaction with its ligand the ITIMs of the 

inhibition receptor become phosphorylated by kinases of Src family, this allows them to 

engage and activate phosphotyrosine phosphatases such as SH2 domain phosphatase SHP1 

and SHP2 and SH2 domain-containing inositol 5-phosphatase SHIP (Figure 6, pg. 21). These 

phosphatases interfere with NK cell response by dephosphorylating signal mediators 

downstream of activating receptors – thus preventing activation of cytotoxicity and 

maintaining self-tolerance [Long, 2008; Afzali et al., 2013; Long et al., 2013; Shifrin et al., 

2014]. Most common inhibitory ligands are the MHC class I molecules; however, there are 

NK inhibitory receptors recognizing different molecules (e.g. inhibitory NKR-P1 receptors 

in both mice and human recognize molecules of Clr family) [Vogler and Steinle, 2011]. Most 

notable examples of NK inhibitory receptors are representatives of the KIR family  

(Figure 6, pg. 21) in humans and Ly49 protein family in mice and the CD94/NKG2A and 

CD94/NKG2B heterodimers in both (Figure 3A, pg. 16). 
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A B 

Figure 6: Physiology of inhibitory and activating NK receptors. A. NK receptors 
of immunoglobulin superfamily consist of either two (2D) or three (3D) extracellular 
immunoglobulin domains. The inhibitory forms are longer and have intracellular 
ITIMs, whereas the activating forms are shorter and have charged residues in the 
transmembrane part. B. Following phosphorylation of its ITIMs, the inhibitory 
receptors of NK cells can bind to phosphatases, including SHP-1, SHP-2 and SHIP, 
which inhibits the kill ing. The activating receptors associate with adaptor proteins 
(DAP12) via complementary charged residues in their transmembrane regions. 
DAP12 contains immunoreceptor tyrosine activation motifs (ITAMs) that upon being 
phosphorylated recruit kinases of the Syk family or ZAP-70 that propagate the 
activation signal [Roitt et al., 2001]. 
 

Similarly to the inhibitory receptors, activating receptors utilize phosphorylation of 

cytoplasmic immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activating motif (ITAM) for recruitment and 

activation of tyrosine kinases Syk or ZAP-70 (Figure 6B), propagating signal for Ca2+ influx, 

degranulation and production of cytokines. The ITAM consensus sequence consists of  

Tyr-x-x-Ile/Leu signature quartet. Typically two of these quartets are present separated by 

6 to 8 amino acids. Unlike the inhibitory receptors, activating receptors have usually short 

cytoplasmic tails rich in charged residues close to their transmembrane region. In order to 

function correctly, association with adaptor proteins containing ITAMs is necessary 

(Figure 6) – e.g. DAP10 associating with NKG2D, DAP12 associating with KIR-2DS or 

FcεRIγ and CD3ζ associating with CD16 [Anderson et al., 1989; Hibbs et al., 1989; Lanier 

et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1999]. Activating receptors do not have a common ligand, they 

usually recognize a malignant transformed or stress induced molecules. Prominent 

representatives of activating receptors are homodimeric NKG2D (Figure 3B, pg. 16) and the 

natural cytotoxicity receptors (NCR) NKp30, NKp44 and NKp46. Many NK receptors can 

be expressed as different isoforms differing in point mutation, small deletions or insertions. 
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This NK receptor diversity is explained by their co-evolution with genes for MHC molecules 

– coding one of the most polymorphic molecules in mammalian genome. However, 

interesting functional consequence is described for KIRs that can be expressed with long or 

short cytoplasmic tail (denominated L or S isoform), thereby changing their signalization 

purpose from activating to inhibitory, respectively (Figure 6, pg. 21). In addition to sufficient 

activation signal, in the absence of inhibitory one, some coreceptors and adhesion molecules 

can potentiate NK cell functions. 

From a structural point of view, we can distinguish two divergent classes among 

NK receptors – immunoglobulin-like receptors and C-type lectin-like receptors (CTLR). 

The immunoglobulin-like receptors are type I integral membrane proteins belonging to the 

immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily. They contain two [Colonna and Samaridis, 1995] or three 

[D'Andrea et al., 1995] Ig domains in their extracellular portion (denominated 2D and 3D, 

respectively) (Figure 6A, pg. 21) and usually recognize MHC class I molecules. Although 

the functional significance of expression of 2D or 3D is unclear, there is definite tendency 

of 2D receptors to recognize HLA-C alleles, whereas 3D receptors appear restricted to  

HLA-A and HLA-B MHC class I molecules [D'Andrea and Lanier, 1998]. The most studied 

representatives of this group are KIRs, LIRs and NCRs. 

The CTLRs are type II integral membrane proteins containing one C-type lectin-like 

domain in their extracellular portion. Most prominent representatives of this group are 

receptors of Ly49, CD94/NKG2, NKR-P1 and Clr receptor families [Yokoyama and 

Plougastel, 2003; Bartel et al., 2013], discussed below. Despite the obvious structural 

differences of these two groups they signal through the same mechanisms described above 

and therefore both can relate either inhibitory or activating signals as determined by the 

length and amino acid composition of their cytoplasmic tails. 

 

1.5 C-TYPE LECTIN-LIKE RECEPTORS 

 C-type lectins are a distinct group of animal lectins, with unique requirement of 

calcium ions for correct function of its carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD). The CRD 

of C-type lectins has a compact highly conserved globular structure of a double loop 

(Figure 7, pg. 23), typically containing two α-helices and two anti-parallel β-sheets 

connected by random coils and stabilized by two or three intradomain disulfide bonds in 

configuration CysI-CysII, CysIII-CysVI and CysIV-CysV (Figure 7, pg. 23). A distinct region 
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of random coil named the long loop region is involved in calcium dependent carbohydrate 

binding and in domain swapping dimerization [Mizuno et al., 1997; Feinberg et al., 2000; 

Hirotsu et al., 2001; Mizuno et al., 2001; Liu and Eisenberg, 2002]. A highly conserved 

“WIGL” amino acid motif within the hydrophobic core of the CRD is of particular 

usefulness for sequence analysis. These lectins are generally multidomain proteins with 

broad range of biological functions – e.g. cellular adhesion, endocytosis or pathogen 

neutralization [Drickamer and Taylor, 1993]. Some members of this group lost the ability to 

bind calcium ions, carbohydrates or both, while acquiring different substrate specificity. 

Although these proteins do not bind carbohydrates, due to their sequential and structural 

homology to C-type lectins they are designated as C-type lectin-like receptors and are thus 

believed to have descended from a common C-type lectin-like superfamily ancestor by a 

process of divergent evolution [Dodd and Drickamer, 2001]. 

The CTLRs of NK cells are type II integral transmembrane proteins belonging to the 

fifth group of C-type lectin-like superfamily. These proteins contain one  

C-type lectin-like domain (CTLD) at the 

extracellular C-terminus. Their CTLD is 

usually glycosylated and can form 

disulfide linked homodimers (with the 

notable exception of CD94/NKG2 

heterodimers). The NK cell receptors 

CTLD does not contain the sequence 

motifs associated with carbohydrate 

binding. However, carbohydrate binding 

has been reported for some members of 

this group – e.g. Dectin-1 binds fungal  

β-glucans [Chaturvedi et al., 2017; 

Ishimoto et al., 2017] and Mast cell-

associated functional antigen exhibits 

Ca2+ dependent binding to terminal 

mannose [Binsack and Pecht, 1997]. 

With the exception of Dectin-1, roles of 

carbohydrate recognition in the function 

of NK cell receptors have not been 

 

 
Figure 7: C-type lectin-like domain. 
A cartoon representation of a typical CTLD 
structure (DC-SIGN receptor, PDB ID: 
1K9I). The long loop region is shown in 
blue. Disulfide bridges are shown as orange 
sticks. Conserved cysteine residues are 
numbered from N-terminus [Zelensky and 
Gready, 2005].
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established and in case of NKR-P1 receptor family they have been rather controversial 

[Rozbesky et al., 2014]. 

The NKG2D, CD94/NKG2 and Ly49 receptor groups belong to NK cell CTLRs 

recognizing MHC class I molecules [Bauer et al., 1999; Yokoyama and Plougastel, 2003; 

Kane et al., 2004]. However, this is not true of NKR-P1 receptor family that have been 

shown to recognize highly related Clr/Ocil CTLRs from clec2 gene subfamily, encoded in 

tight genetic linkage with the NKR-P1 klrb/f genes. These two genetic families thus 

represent an alternate missing-self recognition system utilizing an unique CTLR:CTLR 

interaction mechanism [Yokoyama and Plougastel, 2003; Zelensky and Gready, 2005; Bartel 

et al., 2013]. 

 

1.5.1 LY49 FAMILY 

Receptors of Ly49 family are 44 kDa homodimeric disulfide-linked type II 

transmembrane proteins. From a structural point of view, Ly49 receptors follow the classic 

double loop CTLD fold with two anti-parallel β-sheets, two α-helices and with six conserved 

cysteine residues stabilizing the domain by three disulfide bonds [Dimasi and Biassoni, 

2005]. Their extracellular portion contains single CTLD connected by a helical stalk region 

of ca. 70 residues to the transmembrane part. Their intracellular part contains either a long 

or short cytoplasmic tail – with respect to their activating or inhibitory function. 

Together with KIRs, Ly49 receptors are prime examples of differential evolutionary 

expansion of NK CTLRs in primates and rodents since their divergence from a common 

ancestor. While the Ly49 receptors are most prominent in mice (encoded by at least 

23 genes) and rats (at least 26 genes) only single Ly49L pseudogene have been found 

encoded in primates. Conversely, KIR locus has rapidly expanded in primates, while only 

three KIR genes can be found in rodents [Mager et al., 2001]. 

The 23 different members of the mice Ly49 protein family (named Ly49A-W) are 

not all expressed in every mouse strain and their number varies among different strains as 

well [Yokoyama et al., 1989; Brown et al., 2001; Carlyle et al., 2008]. They are 

stochastically expressed on cell surface of NK cells as well as of NKT, monocytes, 

macrophages, and dendritic cells. Inhibitory function dominates the Ly49 family gene 

complex. In fact, the missing-self hypothesis was first demonstrated on inhibitory Ly49A. 

Their natural ligands belong to a group of classical MHC class Ia molecules (H-2D, H-2K, 
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H-2L). However, recent studies demonstrate that Ly49 repertoire also includes non-classical 

MHC class Ib molecules [Andrews et al., 2012; Sullivan et al., 2016]. The big variation of 

Ly49 receptors and their ligands results in different mutual affinity that affects the host 

resistance to various pathogens, thus complicating their use as animal models 

in immunological studies [Carlyle et al., 2008]. 

Many crystal structures of different Ly49 receptors have been reported [Tormo et al., 

1999; Dimasi et al., 2002; Dam et al., 2003; Dam et al., 2006; Deng et al., 2008; Back et al., 

2009], collectively showing that Ly49 receptors can adopt two distinct conformations. 

In backfolded conformation Ly49 dimer CTLDs are backfolded onto the helical stalk region 

enabling them to engage two MHC class I molecules in trans mode of interaction  

(Figure 8A and C). In extended conformation CTLDs of the dimer are extended away from 

the stalk, allowing Ly49 to bind one MHC class I molecule in cis mode of interaction (on the 

same cellular surface) (Figure 8B and D). In addition, Ly49 receptors appear to be able to 

switch between these two conformations [Back et al., 2009]. 

 

1.5.2 CD94/NKG2 FAMILY 

 Receptors of CD94/NKG2 group are type II membrane proteins expressed on NK 

cells and subsets of T lymphocytes in humans as well as in rodents. They form disulfide 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Conformations adopted by Ly49 receptors and interaction with MHC 
class I molecule. A. The backfolded conformation of Ly49 on the NK cell membrane 
(bottom). The CTLDs of the Ly49 homodimer (blue ovals) are backfolded onto the 
α-helical stalk region (blue rectangles) with interchain disulfides drawn as red bars. 
B. The extended conformation of Ly49 in which the CTLDs extend away from 
the stalk. C. Ly49 in the backfolded conformation binding in trans to two MHC class 
I molecules (green) exposed on the target cell membrane (top). The interaction with 
MHC class I is mediated by the CTLDs. D. Ly49 in the extended conformation binding 
in cis to one MHC class I molecule on the same NK cell [Romasanta et al., 2014].
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linked heterodimer of CD94 and one of at least five NKG2 receptors (named NKG2A, -B,  

-C, -E and -F). Structurally, both subunits consist of one extracellular CTLD linked to 

transmembrane helix by short stalk region. The CD94 subunit has a short cytoplasmic tail, 

that does not contain scaffold for association with adaptor proteins, whereby the NKG2 

subunits have either long cytoplasmic tail and mediate inhibitory signalization (NKG2A and 

NKG2B) or possess short cytoplasmic tail with number of charged residues for association 

with adaptor proteins and activating signalization (NKG2C, -E and -F) (Figure 9). 

CD94/NKG2 receptors prominently recognize MHC class Ib molecules. In contrast 

to classic MHC class Ia molecules, MHC class Ib molecules (which include HLA-E, HLA-F 

and HLA-G in humans and H2-M3 and Qa-1 in mice) are much less polymorphic and their 

tissue distribution is often restricted [Rodgers and Cook, 2005; Sullivan et al., 2006]. 

The high degree of conservation limits MHC class Ib molecules in the diversity of peptides 

they can present. Utilizing five anchor sites they are ideally suited to bind peptides derived 

from other MHC class I molecules. Thus, interaction between MHC class Ib molecules 

Figure 9: CD94/NKG2 and NKGD2 activating and inhibitory signalization. The 
NKG2D and CD94/NKG2C activating receptors (shown on the right in light blue and 
in the middle in purple and black, respectively) interacts with MICA (orange) or 
peptide-presenting HLA-E molecule (blue), this leads to binding of adapter molecule 
DAP-10/DAP-12 (dark green) containing immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation 
motifs (ITAM), that interacts with ZAP70 adaptor protein (light green), triggering the 
signal cascade resulting in NK or T cell activation. The CD94/NKG2A inhibitory 
receptor (shown on the left in red and purple) interacts with peptide-presenting 
HLA-E molecule (blue), resulting in phosphorylation of NKG2A immunoreceptor 
tyrosine-based inhibition motifs (ITIM), and finally recruitment of SHP-1 protein 
(dark purple), which causes dephosphorylation of ZAP70 protein, preventing its 
binding to ITAM, thus restraining the activating pathway [Iwaszko and Bogunia-
Kubik, 2011]. 
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and CD94/NKG2 receptors represents a central innate mechanism by which NK cells 

indirectly monitor the expression of other MHC class I molecules within cells.  

Recently structure of CD94/NKG2A and HLA-E complex with bound peptide 

revealed dominant role of CD94 in this protein complex – no NKG2A residues were 

identified as being critical to the interaction (Figure 3A, pg. 16) [Petrie et al., 2008]. 

Surprisingly, there is ca. six-fold difference in the affinity of CD94/NKG2A vs. 

CD94/NKG2C for the HLA-E molecule with the same bound peptide. Upon comparison of 

NKG2A with NKG2C there is a sequence difference lying at the interface with CD94 that 

has been shown to modulate the affinity for HLA-E [Hoare et al., 2008]. Therefore, it is 

possible that different NKG2 subunits indirectly influence affinity and specificity of CD94 

through slight conformational changes. 

 

1.5.3 NKG2D RECEPTOR 

One of the most studied activating receptor within the past two decades is NKG2D 

[Lanier, 2015; Jelencic et al., 2017]. In contrast to other members of NKG2 family, NKG2D 

forms a covalent homodimer that recognizes stress-induced MHC class I-like proteins. 

NKG2D has a very short cytoplasmic tail associating with DAP10 or DAP12 adaptor 

proteins for signal transduction [Wu et al., 2000; Diefenbach et al., 2002; Gilfillan et al., 

2002]. NKG2D can be expressed in two alternative splicing forms differing in thirteen 

residues within the cytoplasmic region. The longer isoform (NKG2D-L, the only one 

expressed in humans) has restricted association only to DAP10 adaptor, while the shorter 

isoform (NKG2D-S) can bind also to DAP12 [Rosen et al., 2004; Rabinovich et al., 2006]. 

Its extracellular portion contain one CTLD with short stalk region connecting it to the 

transmembrane helix. Low level expression of NKG2D has been detected for the earliest 

NK-committed progenitors in bone marrow [Carotta et al., 2011]. It is becoming apparent 

that, besides inhibitory receptors, NKG2D participates in NK cell education process 

in setting thresholds for responsiveness of activating receptors [Kim et al., 2005; Gasser and 

Raulet, 2006; Afzali et al., 2013]. NKG2D is also expressed on several subsets of 

T lymphocytes. 

Although NKG2D is coded by single gene with limited polymorphism, this receptor 

recognizes a remarkable diverse array of ligands encoded by numerous genes. In humans, 

NKG2D recognizes proteins encoded by the MICA and MICB locus located on 
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chromosome 6. At least 106 alleles of MICA encoding 82 protein variants and 42 alleles of 

MICB encoding 28 protein variants have been identified in human population [Robinson et 

al., 2010]. In addition, NKG2D recognizes less polymorphic viral associated ligands of the 

ULBP family (Figure 3B, pg. 16). Ligands for NKG2D are not expressed in healthy tissues; 

however, they are upregulated upon exposure to various types of cellular stress, viral 

infection or malignancy [Carapito and Bahram, 2015]. NKG2D can thus facilitate cytotoxic 

activation of NK cells via the induced-self mechanism. 

Interestingly, primary tumors frequently avoid detection and elimination by NK cells 

and T cells, although they express NKG2D ligands. One mechanism that permit escape of 

these tumors is the systemic release of NKG2D ligands from tumor cells. These can be 

secreted, proteolytically cleaved from the cell surface (shedded) or released as exosomes 

[Salih et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2004; Fernandez-Messina et al., 2010]. Upon interaction with 

NKG2D, these soluble ligands cause internalization of the receptor and its downregulation. 

This represents an exploitation of a likely feedback mechanism regulating the response of 

these lymphocytes. Interestingly, this regulation is most effectively achieved by interaction 

with membrane-bound rather than soluble ligands. The membrane-bound NKGD2 ligands 

can cluster and crosslink the NKG2D receptors and thus trigger the internalization more 

efficiently. 

 

1.5.4 NKR-P1 AND CLR RECEPTORS 

NK cell gene complex (NKC), located on chromosome 12 and 6 in humans and 

rodents, respectively, encodes for NK CTLRs. Genes for these receptors are subgrouped into 

Killer cell lectin-like receptor (klr) genes – encoding for CTLRs on NK cells; and C-type 

lectin receptor (clec) genes – encoding all remaining CTLRs [Hao et al., 2006]. Apart from 

this functional distinction, there seem to be no clear structural or sequence differences that 

would stand out. Unlike the previously discussed NK cell receptors, receptors of NKR-P1 

family, belonging to the klrb/f gene subfamily, do not recognize MHC class I molecules. 

Surprisingly, they have been shown to bind the highly related CTLRs from clec2 gene 

subfamily. Interestingly, the clec2 genes are interspersed within the klrb/f locus, with the 

genes for respective ligands being located next to the genes of the receptors, thus underlining 

the genetic linkage of this unique CTLR:CTLR interaction system [Iizuka et al., 2003; 

Yokoyama and Plougastel, 2003]. Structurally, both of these protein families represent type 
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II integral membrane proteins with one extracellular CTLD connected to the transmembrane 

part via a short flexible stalk region, usually forming disulfide-linked homodimers. 

The first described NKR-P1 receptor, discovered more than 40 years ago [Glimcher 

et al., 1977], was the mouse NKR-P1C, then designated and today still recognized 

as “NK1.1” marker of murine NK cells that has been since then widely used for their 

characterization. Antibody crosslinking of NKR-P1C triggers degranulation and IFN-γ 

secretion, denoting mouse NKR-P1C as an activating receptor. For signal transduction 

mouse NKR-P1C associates with FcεRIγ adaptor bearing ITAM [Arase et al., 1997]. Since 

then four additional mouse NKR-P1 receptors have been described (NKR-P1A, -B/D, -F and 

-G) [Aust et al., 2009] (Figure 10). The mouse NKR-P1E seems to be a pseudogene while 

the NKR-P1B expressed in BALB/c mice appears to be an allelic variant of NKR-P1D in 

C57BL/6 mice [Carlyle et al., 2008]. 

Most NKR-P1 receptor genes 

exhibit low polymorphism, with the 

notable exception of highly 

polymorphic NKR-P1B/D and 

NKR-P1C. An inhibitory function is 

described for mouse NKR-P1B/D 

mediated through associating 

phosphatase SHP1. Similarly to 

mouse NKR-P1C, mouse NKR-P1A 

and F contain positively charged 

residues in the transmembrane 

domain suggestive of association 

with FcεRIγ adaptor protein – 

implying an activating function. 

However, antibody mediated 

crosslinking of these receptors did 

not enhance NK cell effector 

functions and thus these receptors 

could play rather a co-stimulatory 

role [Aust et al., 2009]. Mouse 

NKR-P1 receptors recognize Clr 

 

Figure 10: Overview of receptors of klrb/f 
subfamily and their ligands. Human (A) and 
mouse (B) klrb/f receptors (blue) recognize 
ligands of clec2 superfamily (green) encoded in 
tight genetic linkage to their respective 
receptors. Ligands for mouse NKR-P1A/C and 
Clra/h remain unknown. Activating (+),  
inhibitory (-) or unknown (?) function is denoted 
above receptors. For mouse NKR-P1A, F and G 
functional consequences remain to be 
addressed [Bartel et al., 2013]. 
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proteins from clec2 gene subfamily. However thus far, only ligands for mouse NKR-P1B/D, 

-G and -F were determined with the rest remaining orphan [Iizuka et al., 2003; Chen et al., 

2011; Kveberg et al., 2011]. Mouse clec2 gene subfamily encodes at least 7 functional Clr 

proteins and an early activation marker CD69. Apart from CD69, the best characterized 

member is mouse Clrb, a ligand of mouse NKR-P1B/D. Mouse Clrb is expressed by almost 

all hematopoietic cells and exhibits tissue-broad expression, similar to the MHC class I 

molecules [Kartsogiannis et al., 2008]. Accordingly, mouse Clrb has been observed to be 

downregulated on many tumor cell lines, thus facilitating missing-self axis of  

NK cell-mediated lysis [Carlyle et al., 2004]. Expression and function for other 

representatives is scarcely characterized. 

Although similar sets of NKR-P1 and Clr orthologues have been described in rat, 

in human only one representative of klrb gene subfamily has been described so far – human 

NKR-P1 recognizing lectin like transcript 1 (LLT1) as its cognate ligand (discussed below). 

However, recently two representatives of the klrf gene subfamily in humans – encoding 

NKp65 and NKp80; have been proposed as an activating counterparts of the orphan human 

NKR-P1 (Figure 10, pg. 29) [Vogler and Steinle, 2011; Bartel et al., 2013]. NKp80 is 

characterized as a disulfide-linked homodimer expressed on the surface of NK cells and 

subsets of T lymphocytes. Although signalization pathway of NKp80 remains unknown, 

Ca2+ influx and cell mediated cytotoxicity has been reported upon engagement of its clec2b 

encoded ligand AICL [Welte et al., 2006]. Similarly, NKp65 recognizes a clec2a encoded 

ligand KACL, triggering NK cell cytotoxicity. KACL is broadly expressed on keratinocytes 

and forms a non-disulfide-linked homodimer while also lacking the canonical CysIV-CysV 

disulfide bridge within the CTLD. Cellular expression of NKp65 in vivo remains unclear. 

NKp65 was characterized as non-disulfide-linked homodimer [Spreu et al., 2010]. Crystal 

structure of NKp65 and KACL complex remains the only structure of klrb:clec2 interacting 

complex published till now. Surprisingly, it shows two monomeric NKp65 subunits in 

symmetric interaction with non-covalent KACL homodimer [Li et al., 2013], thus the 

question of NKp65 stoichiometry remains unclear. 

 

1.6 HUMAN RECEPTORS NKR-P1 AND LLT1 

While there were described several inhibitory and activating rodent NKR-P1 

receptors, the human NKR-P1 (CD161, gene klrb1) identified in 1994 is the only human 
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orthologue described so far. NKR-P1 was at first identified as a marker of human NK cells 

where it acts as an inhibitory receptor [Lanier et al., 1994; Aldemir et al., 2005; Rosen et al., 

2005], that is upregulated by IL-12 [Poggi et al., 1998]. However, NKR-P1 is also expressed 

by NKT type I (Vα24JαQ T cells) [Exley et al., 1998], MAIT cells [Ussher et al., 2014] and 

other subsets of T lymphocytes [Fergusson et al., 2014] where it surprisingly functions as 

a co-stimulatory receptor, increasing secretion of IFN-γ [Aldemir et al., 2005; Germain et 

al., 2011]. NKR-P1 is already present on immature CD16- CD56- NK cells [Bennett et al., 

1996] and also on precursors of Th17 and MAIT cells  in the umbilical cord blood [Cosmi 

et al., 2008; Walker et al., 2012]. Of particular interest is the presence of NKR-P1 on IL-17 

producing regulatory T cells [Afzali et al., 2013], on subsets of Tc17 cells [Billerbeck et al., 

2010], and on all Th17 cells – for which NKR-P1 is considered their marker [Cosmi et al., 

2008]. These IL-17 producing T lymphocytes are implicated in development of several 

autoimmune diseases – e.g. Crohn’s disease [Smith and Colbert, 2014], multiple sclerosis 

[Brucklacher-Waldert et al., 2009; Jamshidian et al., 2013], rheumatoid arthritis (RA) 

[Estrada-Capetillo et al., 2013] or psoriasis [Michalak-Stoma et al., 2013]; with NKR-P1 

considered to aim or promote transendothelial migration of these lymphocytes into 

immunologically privileged niches upon interaction with its endogenous ligand – LLT1 

[Poggi et al., 1997; Poggi et al., 1997; Cosmi et al., 2008; Annibali et al., 2011; Chalan et 

al., 2015]. Interestingly, LLT1 expression levels have been reported to be strikingly high in 

immune-privileged sites such as the brain, placenta and testes [Llibre et al., 2016]. 

LLT1 (gene clec2d) has been described to be primarily expressed on activated 

monocytes (antigen presenting cells) and B-cells [Mathew et al., 2004; Rosen et al., 2008] 

where it presumably contributes to defense against NK cell self-reaction [Rosen et al., 2008; 

Vogler and Steinle, 2011]. However its expression can be induced on NK cells and T cells 

by IL-2 [Boles et al., 1999]. Furthermore, it was shown that LLT1 is upregulated on 

glioblastoma cells [Roth et al., 2007] and on B-cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) 

[Germain et al., 2015] and prostate cancer cells [Mathew et al., 2016]. There LLT1 

contributes to immune evasion by dampening the NK cell cytotoxicity. Interestingly, Th17 

cells (CD161+) have been reported to be increased and present in the glioma tumor 

[Zambrano-Zaragoza et al., 2014]. There have been also a report of increased LLT1 

expression in RA tissue and increased systemic presence of soluble form of LLT1 in RA 

patients [Chalan et al., 2015]. LLT1 is currently considered as a marker for B-cell NHL 

[Germain et al., 2015]. 
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Being genetically coupled C-type lectin-like receptor:ligand pair, both the human 

NKR-P1 and LLT1 share the same general morphology [Bartel et al., 2013]. They are type II 

transmembrane glycoproteins with an N-terminal cytoplasmic signalization tail, 

transmembrane helix, flexible stalk region and C-terminal CTLD [Lanier et al., 1994; 

Yokoyama and Plougastel, 2003; Germain et al., 2010]. The CTLD has classical double loop 

structure build up by two antiparallel β-sheets and two α-helices and stabilized by two 

(LLT1 lacs CysV) or three (NKR-P1) conserved intramolecular disulfide bridges and a 

conserved stretch of four hydrophobic amino acids that forms the core of the domain known 

as the “WIGL” motif [Yokoyama and Plougastel, 2003; Zelensky and Gready, 2005]. Both 

NKR-P1 and LLT1 were characterized on cell surface as disulfide-linked homodimers 

[Lanier et al., 1994; Mathew et al., 2004] presumably coupled by cysteine residues in their 

stalk regions. The cytoplasmic tail of NKR-P1 contains a non-canonical ITIM signalization 

sequence – AIYAEL; that relays inhibitory signal through recruitment of phosphatases, 

dampening activating signals [Lanier, 2005]. However, instead of an Ile/Val/Leu/Ser residue 

typical in the -2 position relative to the tyrosine residue of ITIM, NKR-P1 contains an alanine 

residue in this position [Ravetch and Lanier, 2000]. This substitution in the ITIM has been 

previously shown to decrease the inhibitory potential [Burshtyn and Long, 1997] and could 

explain the NKR-P1 NK cell inhibitory [Rosen et al., 2005; Rosen et al., 2008] and T/NKT 

cell co-stimulatory ambidexterity [Exley et al., 1998; Aldemir et al., 2005; Pozo et al., 2006; 

Germain et al., 2011; Fergusson et al., 2014]. 

A single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) within the intron 1 of klrb1 gene was 

implicated as a risk allele for multiple sclerosis [D'Netto et al., 2009]; however, 

Sondergaard et al. showed that this SNP has a marginal role in multiple sclerosis 

susceptibility and that rather the overall increase of the klrb1 gene expression is involved in 

the pathogenesis of the disease [Sondergaard et al., 2011]. Six alternatively spliced isoforms 

of the clec2d gene have been identified, with isoform 1 (coding for LLT1) being the only 

one confirmed to interact with NKR-P1. However, isoform 5 represents an soluble form of 

LLT1  that was reported to express poorly, but was recently found elevated in sera of RA 

patients [Germain et al., 2010; Chalan et al., 2015]. SPR analysis of NKR-P1:LLT1 complex 

reported a fast kinetics and low affinity (KD ~ 50 µM) interaction [Kamishikiryo et al., 2011; 

Kita et al., 2015]. 
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2. AIMS OF THE THESIS 
 To develop suitable transfection protocol for efficient transient transfection of suspension 

adapted HEK293S GnTI- cells. 

 

 To develop suitable protocol for rapid selection of stably transfected polyclonal 

HEK293S GnTI- cell pools. 

 

 To develop expression and purification protocol providing sufficient amount of stable and 

soluble human LLT1 for structural and functional studies. 

 

 To develop expression and purification protocol providing sufficient amount of stable and 

soluble human NKR-P1 for structural and functional studies. 

 

 To study the structure of LLT1, NKR-P1 and their complex by protein crystallography and 

other biophysical techniques. 
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3. METHODS 
The selected publications in this Ph.D. thesis include a detailed description of all used 

methods describing all technical details necessary for their reproducibility. Part 3 presents 

only list of used research methods. 

 

List of research methods: 

 Sequence and phylogeny analysis 

 Gene cloning and DNA manipulation  

 In-Fusion cloning 

 High-throughput expression construct optimization 

 Flow cytometry 

 Mammalian suspension cell culture 

 Protein expression and purification 

 Disulfide bond mapping using mass spectrometry 

 Analytical ultracentrifugation 

 Protein crystallization and X-ray crystallography 

 Protein structure modeling and structure refinement 

 Dynamic light scattering 

 Multi-angle light scattering 

 Small angle X-ray scattering 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The main focus of this thesis was to contribute to the ongoing research of 

NK receptors, particularly from human NKR-P1 family, by developing a suitable expression 

approach for soluble forms of these receptors, thus providing enough material for their 

biophysical characterization and structural studies. Although NKR-P1 receptors belong to 

the most prominent NK cell markers, we have not started to gain insight into their structure 

and ligand-interaction only until very recently [Kolenko et al., 2011; Rozbesky et al., 2016; 

Aguilar et al., 2017]. Recombinant expression of NKR-P1 receptors proved to be a big 

obstacle to overcome in their research. Previous efforts of my colleagues to prepare soluble 

forms of these receptors in classical expression system based on E. coli led to precipitation 

of the recombinant NKR-P1 into inclusion bodies. Their renaturation was difficult and in 

most cases unsuccessful – the exceptions being mouse NKR-P1A and NKR-P1C [Kolenko 

et al., 2011; Rozbesky et al., 2014]. 

To overcome this primary problem in investigation of NKR-P1 receptors and their 

ligands we have been working on implementation and optimization of mammalian 

expression system based on transient transfection of HEK293 cells. The transient 

transfection of HEK293 cell line and its derivatives is well established in structural biology 

community. Although it is not as widely used as recombinant expression in E. coli or insect 

cell lines – mostly due to expensive maintenance demands; it is steadily becoming the 

expression method of choice for difficult targets and membrane proteins, when cheaper 

approaches fail. On comparison with prokaryotic expression systems recombinant proteins 

produced in HEK293 cells do not aggregate into inclusion bodies and, due to mammalian 

post-translational modification, possess glycosylation of complex human type. However, the 

absolute yields of recombinant protein tend to be lower, thus increasing the price per mg of 

final product. 

Although the N-linked glycosylation of complex human type can make such 

recombinant proteins more suitable for in vivo studies or medical applications, the lack of 

uniformity of bound glycans and their flexibility makes them worse targets for protein 

crystallization. This obstacle is amendable by disrupting the N-linked glycosylation pathway 

with inhibitors of its key enzymes – e.g. kifunensine; or by utilizing a knock-out cell line 

(Figure 11, pg. 36). The gene for N-acetylglucosaminyl transferase I is not expressed in 

HEK293S GnTI- cell line, thereby recombinant glycoproteins produced in this cell line 
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contain homogeneous and simple GlcNAc2Man5 N-linked glycans (Figure 11). Although 

there could still be differences in occupation of the N-linked glycosylation sites, the 

glycoproteins exhibit much higher degree of homogeneity. Moreover, due to lack of bound 

fucose on the first GlcNAc unit, the N-linked glycans are easily cleavable after the first 

GlcNAc unit by endoglycosidases like Endo H or Endo F1 (Figure 11). Although this 

enzymatic cleavage does not provide complete removal of the N-linked glycans, in further 

text this process will be referred as deglycosylation, as it is commonly referred in the same 

way within recombinant protein expression and structural biology fields. 

 

 

In the publication Bláha et al., 2015 [Blaha et al., 2015], we describe adaptation 

of HEK293S GnTI- cell line for suspension growth in mixture of serum free media 

(EX-CELL293, Freestyle293 F17) in shaken square bottles with permeable caps. However, 

our routinely used protocol for chemical transfection based on endocytosis of positively 

charged polyplexes of linear polyethyleneimine (lPEI) and plasmid DNA, previously 

optimized for HEK293T cell line, have proved to be quite inefficient for transfection 

of HEK293S GnTI- cells. The obvious difference between these two cell lines is the lack 

of complex glycans in HEK293S GnTI- cell line, resulting also in loss of negatively charged 

sulfated glycans at the cell surface. We have theorized that the decrease in attraction 

 

Figure 11: Types of N-linked glycosylation with regards to the recombinant 
expression host. Diagrams are showing examples of N-linked glycans obtained 
from different recombinant expression hosts: A. Insect cell l ine. B. Human cell l ine. 
C. Human cell l ine with added mannosidase I inhibitor kifunensine  [Shi and Jarvis, 
2007]. D. Human cell l ine lacking N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I activity [Reeves 
et al., 2002]. E. Remnant of N-linked glycan obtained from HEK293S GnTI- cell l ine 
after cleavage by endoglycosidase Endo F1. The bound fucose in case of insect cell 
l ine is optional, also the mammalian complex type has a high degree of variability 
mostly with regards to the terminal saccharide units.
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of positively charged lPEI:DNA polyplexes could be overcome by increasing the cell density 

and the DNA and lPEI concentrations during the process of transfection. Similar protocol 

has been reported for HEK293E suspension grown cells with increased transfection 

efficiency [Backliwal et al., 2008]. Indeed, transfection at cell density 20 × 106 cells/ml in 

EX-CELL293 with final concentration of plasmid DNA 20 µg/ml (ten times higher than 

optimized for HEK293T cell line while still keeping the ratio of 1 µg of plasmid DNA to  

1 × 106 cells) resulted in 5-fold increase of transfection efficiency as measured by percentage 

of GFP positive viable cells. While the volumetric yield of recombinant protein was still 

significantly lower than from HEK293T cell line, the easily cleavable homogenous 

glycosylation proved more critical for further crystallization experiments. Following further 

optimization, we have been able to improve the productivity of HEK293S GnTI- cells by 

co-transfection with anti-apoptotic factors p27 and aFGF, currently routinely used in the 

group of Dr. O. Vaněk, prolonging the viable production phase of transiently transfected 

culture and thus increasing the yields by more than 50% (unpublished results). 

In addition, in Bláha et al., 2015 [Blaha et al., 2015] we described successful 

utilization of the high-density transfection protocol for transient production of soluble CTLD 

of LLT1 in HEK293S GnTI- cells. The ectodomain was chosen because we were mainly 

interested in characterization of the poorly understood interaction interface of human 

NKR-P1:LLT1 complex and because this interaction is mediated by the CTLDs of these two 

receptors. Taking into account previous experiences with recombinant expression of highly 

stable CD69 in E. coli [Vanek et al., 2008], we have designed similar expression construct 

for soluble LLT1 (Gln72-Va191, omitting the flexible stalk region). Additionally, the 

construct contained N-terminal secretion signal and C-terminal His8-tag, thus flanking the 

secreted protein with ITG- and GTKHHHHHHHHG at N- and C-termini, respectively. 

The CTLD of LLT1 contains five out of six conserved cysteine residues. Thereby, 

only two out of three putative disulfide bridges are conceivable to stabilize the wild-type 

(WT) CTLD domain of LLT1. Our initial attempts to prepare the WT ectodomain resulted 

in heterogenous product that was prone to aggregation. Moreover, mass spectrometry 

analysis pointed out heterogeneous configuration of intramolecular disulfides with the 

Cys163 participating in covalent bond with both Cys184 and Cys75, while only small 

percentage of Cys163 was left unbound. Based on the conserved disulfide pattern of CTLD 

we would expect WT LLT1 to have disulfide configuration of Cys75-Cys86 and  

Cys103-Cys184 with Cys163 left unpaired due to His176 at the position of the sixth 
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canonical cysteine residue (Figure 12). In order to amend the disruptive influence of the odd 

cysteine residue we have attempted to prepare Cys163Ser mutant form of the LLT1 

ectodomain. Unfortunately, this led to almost no recoverable product. Changing our 

approach to the problem, we have tried to produce His176Cys mutant form of the LLT1 

ectodomain with the aim to reconstruct the third disulfide bond and thereby occupy the odd 

cysteine. This strategy proved to be successful, as we have been able to obtain monodisperse 

and stable product in sufficient yields for further structural characterization. Although this 

stabilizing mutation of LLT1 was not new at the time of our publication [Kamishikiryo et 

al., 2011], using mass spectrometry approach we were the first to experimentally prove the 

reconstruction of the Cys163-Cys176 as well as the conserved CTLD disulfide pattern in the 

His176Cys mutant form of LLT1. Furthermore, using sedimentation equilibrium analysis in 

analytical ultracentrifuge we have shown that the LLT1 mutant forms in solution primarily 

non-covalent dimer, similarly to the related CTLD of CD69 [Vanek et al., 2008]. The 

His176Cys LLT1 has been reported to interact with human NKR-P1 with comparable 

affinity as WT LLT1 [Kamishikiryo et al., 2011]. 

 

 

The role of Cys163 on stability of LLT1 ectodomain or its influence on interaction 

with human NKR-P1 is still unclear. The detrimental impact of Cys163Ser mutation on the 

amount of produced recombinant protein points out that at least in the expressed WT 

construct formation of random disulfide bonds has a meta-stabilizing influence. However, 

the biological function of such LLT1 disulfide isoforms is questionable. It can be argued, 

 
Figure 12: Conserved disulfide pattern in human clec2 CTLDs. Multiple 
sequence alignment of CTLD sequences of receptors from human clec2 gene 
subfamily. Conserved cysteine residues are highlighted in grey, including the His176 
residue in sequence of LLT1, canonical CTLD disulfide bonds are shown by 
connecting color lines. N-linked glycosylation sites occupied in LLT1 as confirmed 
by mass spectrometry are highlighted in green. 
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that in case of full length LLT1 its membrane anchoring can reduce the spatial degrees of 

freedom, compared to the soluble form, so that for example the C-terminal Cys184 cannot 

form a bond with Cys163. The close proximity of Cys163 to His176 is evocative of enzyme 

active center or at least of possible coordination of metal ion. However, no such activity or 

ligands have been reported, and although this is probably mostly due to the instability of the 

WT form of LLT1 ectodomain, it seems to be unlikely. One plausible explanation could be 

that LLT1 is in an evolutionary transitional state of a removal of the second canonical 

CysIV-CysV disulfide within the CTLD, that is notably missing in homologous KACL and 

orthologous mouse Clrb and Clrg NK receptors from clec2 gene subfamily. The CysIV-CysV 

disulfide is in the canonical CTLD located at the base of the long loop region and its role is 

presumably to stabilize the long loop region (Figure 7, pg. 23) [Zelensky and Gready, 2003]. 

Thus, we cannot rule out that a more flexible long loop region of LLT1 has some functional 

impact on the interaction with human NKR-P1. However, there are many examples of 

canonical CTLD sequences lacking either CysIV or CysV both in mammals and C. elegans, 

suggesting that their presence is not functionally essential. 

Although the optimized protocol for transient expression in HEK293S GnTI- cells 

was successful in case of LLT1 and other related NK receptors (unpublished data), it was 

inefficient in the case of human NKR-P1. Initial expression construct for human NKR-P1 

(Gly90-Ser225, N-terminal secretion signal, C-terminal His8-tag) was based on the highly 

stable CD69 as well as the aforementioned soluble LLT1. Interestingly, group of 

prof. Maenaka from Hokkaido University reported successful expression of the same human 

NKR-P1 expression construct in HEK293T cells. Although said publication have not stated 

the yield of the protein, the reported use for immobilization on SPR chip does not necessarily 

suggest high yields [Kamishikiryo et al., 2011]. Indeed, our efforts to transiently express this 

construct in HEK293T as well as HEK293S GnTI- cell lines resulted in meager 100 µg of 

pure protein per liter of costly production media. Such low yields were neither sufficient nor 

economical for structural studies, therefore we have attempted further optimization of the 

expression construct of soluble human NKR-P1. 

In the publication Bláha et al., 2017 [Blaha et al., 2017] we describe several construct 

optimization strategies. The extracellular part of human NKR-P1 consists of 25 amino acids 

long putative flexible stalk region and 135 amino acids long C-terminal CTLD. We have 

theorized that by adding the correct length of the stalk region to the initial expression 
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construct (containing only the C-terminal CTLD) we could find a more stable and higher 

yielding expression construct. 

Firstly, we have attempted to improve the solubility of human NKR-P1 expressed in 

E. coli. We have tested three constructs: with full (Ile66-Ser225), half (Gln80-Ser225), or 

without (Gly90-Ser225) the stalk region; in combination with a different N-terminal fusion 

protein tags (SUMO, TRX, MsyB, and GST), or with periplasm targeting signal sequence 

(PelB). Expression tests were performed in E. coli B834(DE3) and E. coli Rosetta2(DE3) 

pLysS strains using two different production conditions – an overnight production at 20°C 

after induction with 1 mM IPTG and a production in auto-induction medium at 25°C for 

20 h. Unfortunately, any of the tested conditions did not lead to soluble product. It cannot be 

ruled out that some of the insoluble products would be renaturable with better result than in 

any of our previous attempts. Moreover, bacterial strains with an oxidizing cytoplasm 

designed for expression of disulfide rich proteins (i.e. SHuffle, Rosetta-gami) could be more 

efficient, although several such previous attempts to express similar constructs of mouse 

NKR-P1 receptors provided negative results, too. 

Secondly, we have prepared stalk region deletion library of expression constructs in 

pOPING expression plasmid. The pOPING expression plasmid allows for secreted 

expression with C-terminal His6-tag both in insect cell baculoviral and mammalian 

expression systems simultaneously. From expression tests performed in Sf9 cells we could 

identify region of best expression constructs with N-termini of NKR-P1 ranging from Cys74 

to Gln79, albeit expression level was low for all of them. We have further attempted 

unsuccessful scale-up production of Ser75-Ser225 expression construct. Interestingly, 

within the region of best expressing constructs in Sf9 cells, the JPred4 secondary structure 

analysis predicts an α-helix, which may explain the observed stabilizing effect. Such 

secondary structure in the stalk region could provide a scaffold for formation of the 

presumed intermolecular disulfide bridge of human NKR-P1. Analysis of the expression 

tests in HEK293T cells showed positive albeit again low level of expression for most of the 

tested constructs. Interestingly, a very low signal corresponding to the NKR-P1 covalent 

dimer could be detected within the range Ser69-Glu72 as well as sudden electrophoretic 

mobility shift suggesting presence of N-linked glycan at Asn83. 

Thirdly, we have attempted to improve the yield of the initial expression construct of 

human NKR-P1 in HEK293S GnTI- cells by stable instead of transient transfection. Utilizing 

the high-density transfection protocol, we have transfected HEK293S GnTI- cells with 
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expression vector pOPINGTTneo containing the Gly90-Ser225 expression construct of 

human NKR-P1. This expression plasmid provides secreted production, C-terminal His6-tag 

and selection marker for neomycin resistance. A pool of resistant HEK293S GnTI- cells was 

selected on Geneticin G418 antibiotic yielding on average 2.5 mg of pure protein per liter of 

production media. This represented more than 20-fold improvement in expression level and 

enabled us to continue with further characterization and crystallization attempts. Although 

this shortest construct performed poorly in the aforementioned transient expression tests and 

may be suboptimal with respect to possible expression yield, based on our previous work on 

structural elucidation of related CTLR, constructs lacking the N-terminal stalk region and 

containing only the well-defined CTLD are the most suitable targets for further structural 

experiments. However, it would be worth to further utilize this expression strategy for 

expression of the constructs that provided detectable amounts of covalent dimer of human 

NKR-P1. 

This success in expression of human NKR-P1 CTLD has prompted us to apply the 

production in stably transfected HEK293 polyclonal cell pools to other previously 

impossible-to-prepare NK cell receptors with some promising first results. Certainly, this 

expression method has its own pitfalls – e.g. unsuccessful or partial integration of gene of 

interest expression cassette or time dependent silencing of expression; however, we have 

already introduced some improvements to make this method more robust and reliable –  

e.g. enzyme driven integration of expression cassette into chromosomal DNA or utilizing 

viral ubiquitous chromatin opening element (UCOE, [Muller-Kuller et al., 2015])  

anti-silencing DNA sequence (unpublished data). 

Following the expression of soluble human NKR-P1 we have confirmed that its 

intramolecular disulfide bonds match the canonical CTLD configuration by mass 

spectrometry. Although human NKR-P1 was identified as a covalent dimer on cell surface 

[Lanier et al., 1994], we have shown by calibrated size exclusion chromatography as well as 

liquid chromatography coupled with multi-angle laser light scattering detector that the 

prepared soluble protein is monomeric with low degree of polydispersity. This was further 

corroborated by sedimentation equilibrium and sedimentation velocity analysis in analytical 

ultracentrifuge for maximum concentration of 12.5 mg/ml. This result could be expected due 

to the absence of putative dimerization cysteine residue located in the stalk region of said 

product and is in accord with reported monomeric state of soluble mouse NKR-P1A and 

NKR-P1C. Furthermore, even with the dimerization cysteine included in the expression 
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construct a covalent dimeric form of the product could be detected only in minority, with 

majority being monomeric. On the other hand, highly homologous receptors from clec2 gene 

family, including LLT1, prepared without the dimerization cysteines form non-covalent 

dimers quite easily. It is thereby possible that the low propensity for formation of NKR-P1 

dimers is due to different or weaker mode of dimerization compared to clec2 proteins while 

its stalk region could be critical for its stabilization. 

The successful expression of both LLT1 and NKR-P1 enabled us to attempt their 

crystallization by vapor diffusion method both as individuals and in their mixture. Firstly, 

LLT1 provided protein monocrystals suitable for diffraction experiment obtained from three 

different crystallization conditions, one for LLT1 with GlcNAc2Man5 N-glycosylation and 

two for endoglycosidase Endo F1 treated LLT1. These crystallization conditions differed 

mainly in pH of used reservoir solutions – 4.2 for the glycosylated form and 7.0 and 3.5 for 

the deglycosylated form. Diffraction data were collected from single crystals at synchrotron 

radiation source BESSY II in Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin and at Diamond Light Source. The 

phase problem was solved by molecular replacement using the extracellular domain of CD69 

(PDB ID: 3HUP) [Kolenko et al., 2009] and the structures of glycosylated and two 

deglycosylated forms of LLT1were refined to 2.7, 1.8 and 1.95 Å, respectively. These first 

structures of LLT1 were described in Skálová et al., 2015 [Skalova et al., 2015]. 

 

 
 
Figure 13: Structure of LLT1. Homodimer of deglycosylated form of LLT1 (PDB ID: 
4QKI, [Skalova et al., 2015]) is shown as green cartoon structure. The helices α1 
(red) and α2 (yellow) of CTLD and the N- and C- termini are labeled. 
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The overall fold of LLT1 follows that of a typical CTLD – with two α-helices, two 

antiparallel β-sheets and three disulfide bonds. The artificial disulfide bond induced by the 

His176Cys mutation is located in the same position as the canonical CysIV-CysV disulfide 

bond naturally occurring in CD69 (Figure 13, pg. 42). With the exception of structure 

obtained from crystal grown in pH ~ 3.5, the manner of dimerization of both glycosylated 

and deglycosylated LLT1 forms corresponds to the classical dimerization mode of human 

CD69 or mouse Clrg. Subunits of the dimer are centered by its helix α2 while the N- and  

C-termini of both chains are localized on the same side, thus allowing for protein anchoring 

in the cell membrane which supports biological relevancy of given structure. Furthermore, 

on comparison of different LLT1 dimer structures we have showed that the dimer interface 

is based on common hydrophobic core while it retains some degree of flexibility. This ability 

to adapt the dimer shape could be an advantage enabling binding of the protein partner as 

discussed before [Sullivan et al., 2007; Skalova et al., 2012]. The dimeric state of LLT1 is 

in good agreement with reported sedimentation equilibrium and sedimentation velocity 

analysis in analytical ultracentrifuge and dynamic light scattering results for LLT1 in 

solution [Blaha et al., 2015; Skalova et al., 2015]. In LLT1 structure obtained from crystal 

grown in pH ~ 3.5 electron densities for residues 147-160 of the outer loop of the long loop 

region were poorly resolved and these residues were not built into the final model. The 

approximate position of the loop differs significantly from the other structures and we could 

observe only monomeric state in this structure. However, this is probably due to the low pH 

which corresponds to the changed preferred intermolecular contacts and the formation of 

oligomers. 

Secondly, crystallization of human NKR-P1 alone and in mixture with LLT1 also 

provided suitable monocrystals – in deglycosylated state for both samples and also with 

homogeneous GlcNAc2Man5 N-glycosylation for NKR-P1 alone. Diffraction data were 

collected from single crystals at Diamond Light Source synchrotron radiation source. 

The phase problem was solved by molecular replacement using the extracellular domain 

of KLRG1 bound to E-cadherin (PDB ID: 3FF7) [Li et al., 2009] for glycosylated NKR-P1; 

extracellular domain of mouse NKR-P1A (PDB ID: 3T3A) [Kolenko et al., 2011] for 

deglycosylated NKR-P1; and extracellular domain of mouse Dectin-1 (PDB ID: 2BPD) 

[Brown et al., 2007] for complex of deglycosylated NKR-P1 and LLT1. These structures 

were refined to 1.8, 1.9 and 1.9 Å, respectively. Obtained results described in Bláha et al., 

2017 (submitted for publication) represent the first crystal structure of dimeric NKR-P1 and  
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of complex of dimeric NKR-P1 with dimeric clec2 ligand. 

In both deglycosylated and glycosylated structures human NKR-P1 follows classical 

CTLD fold of double loop with two α-helices, two antiparallel β-sheets and three canonical 

intramolecular disulfide bridges stabilizing the domain. NKR-P1 monomers are in both 

structures arranged into very similar homodimers (pairwise RMSD on Cα atoms up to 0.5 Å 

only). Interestingly, these homodimers are of an unexpected type, not resembling the 

classical dimerization of CD69 or other clec2 ligands (including LLT1, Figure 13, pg. 42) 

that all utilize helix α2 in the dimerization interface. The observed homodimer of human 

NKR-P1 is instead formed by helix α1 while still having N- and C- termini of both chains 

localized on the same side and thus allowing for protein anchoring in cell membrane – 

as expected for biological dimer (Figure 14A). This is very similar to overall position 

and orientation of subunits in homodimer of C-type lectin-like pattern recognition receptor 

Dectin-1 (PDB ID: 2BPD) [Brown et al., 2007]. 

In comparison with the classical α2-centred dimer of LLT1 the α1-centred dimer of 

NKR-P1 is realized through smaller contact surface area with fewer contact residues. 

However, in both structures the first localized GlcNAc units at Asn116 and Asn157 form 

intermolecular contacts with the opposite subunit and thus contribute to stabilization of the 

homodimer (Figure 14B). Interestingly, in deglycosylated structure GlcNAc units 

 

A 
 

B 

 
Figure 14: Structure of human NKR-P1. A. Comparison of NKR-P1 dimer formation 
of glycosylated (cyan ribbon), deglycosylated free (green ribbon) and complex-
bound (blue ribbon) form of NKR-P1 (PDB ID: unreleased). B. Top view of the 
glycosylated homodimer of NKR-P1 (cyan ribbon). The N-linked GlcNAc units bound 
to Asn116 at both chains localized at the dimerization interface are shown in green. 
The polymorphic Ile168 residue is show in magenta at both chains. The helices α1 
(red) and α2 (yellow) of CTLD and the N- and C- termini are labeled. 
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on Asn116 and Asn157 of the opposite protein chains of the dimer occupy the same space 

and are found in alternative conformations together with Asn116. On the other hand, in the 

glycosylated structure the GlcNAc at Asn116 is well defined with full occupancy in both 

chains, while no electron density is present for glycosylation at Asn157. We can speculate 

that the glycosylation at both Asn116 and Asn157 on opposing subunits could preclude such 

dimerization and that in the deglycosylated structure we observe sampling of different 

glycoforms of NKR-P1; whereas in the glycosylated structure with more spacious 

GlcNAc2Man5 glycan only one glycoform crystallized. Indeed, the N-linked glycosylation 

could have both a stabilizing and regulatory role for formation of the proposed dimer. 

Recently, a single nucleotide polymorphism c.503T>C of human NKR-P1 that 

results in point mutation of Ile168 residue to Thr168 within its CTLD [Rother et al., 2015] 

has been described. The authors reported 37% frequency of the Thr168 allele and showed 

that the Thr168 isoform of NKR-P1 has lower ability to bind LLT1 and subsequently smaller 

inhibitory effect on NK cells [Rother et al., 2015]. Although the authors speculate that Ile168 

is participating in the interaction with LLT1, it is obvious from the structure that Ile168 is 

localized rather in the lateral region than at the distal region that is expected to participate in 

the interaction with LLT1. Although we cannot rule out a long-distance effect of this amino 

acid exchange, it seems more probable that the Thr168 mutation destabilizes the 

hydrophobic core in which Ile168 participates at the dimerization interface of the observed 

α1-centred dimer (Figure 14B, pg. 44). Thus, this SNP can actually have indirect influence 

on the NKR-P1:LLT1 interaction by forming less stable NKR-P1 homodimers. 

Although we were not able to capture any non-covalent dimer of human NKR-P1 in 

solution by SEC-MALS or analytical ultracentrifugation techniques, the weaker 

dimerization interface of this novel proposed homodimer would be in accord with the 

observed small propensity to form dimers. As mentioned above, it would be interesting to 

attempt to recombinantly express and characterize human NKR-P1 construct containing the 

stalk region with the intermolecular cysteine residue to further investigate this question. 

The crystal structure of the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex is formed by deglycosylated 

NKR-P1 and LLT1 ectodomains. The asymmetric unit of the crystal contains a complex of 

dimeric NKR-P1 with dimeric LLT1 and an extra dimer of NKR-P1 not participating in the 

interaction (Figure 15A, pg. 47). The dimerization mode of NKR-P1 is of the same 

α1-centred type as discussed above, while the LLT1 dimer follows the classical α2-centred 

dimerization as described previously in Skálová et al., 2015 [Skalova et al., 2015]. The LLT1 
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homodimer engages its partner bivalently, i.e. one dimer interacts with two dimers of 

NKR-P1 related by crystallographic symmetry: each monomer of LLT1 binds to a different 

subunit of a distinct NKR-P1 homodimer. There is no apparent induced fit of the binding 

partners. The localized N-linked glycosylation chains do not directly contribute to this 

interaction. 

Two distinct interaction modes between NKR-P1 and LLT1 can be observed in the 

structure. While the first interaction mode corresponds closely to the interface found in the 

structure of homologous human NKp65:KACL complex (Figure 15B, pg. 47) [Li et al., 

2013], it also agrees with the more recent structure of mouse NKR-P1B bound to the 

MCMV-encoded immunoevasin m12 [Aguilar et al., 2017] – in that the footprint of m12 on 

NKR-P1B overlaps the footprint of LLT1 on NKR-P1. Most importantly, the primary 

interaction mode is confirmed by a previous mutational analysis of the NKR-P1:LLT1 

binding interaction using SPR [Kamishikiryo et al., 2011]. To the best of our knowledge no 

protein-protein interaction similar to the second interaction mode is known and we cannot 

rule out that this is only the result of crystal packing. The residues employed in both 

interaction modes remain virtually the same in case of human NKR-P1, but they are quite 

different, albeit sharing a small number of residues, for LLT1. However, both interaction 

modes place the membrane-proximal parts of the receptor and of the ligand on the opposite 

sides of the complex and suggest a plausible model of interaction realized between two cells. 

Moreover, the bivalent engagement of alternating α1/α2-centred homodimeric state 

of NKR-P1/LLT1 has a chain-forming effect. Interestingly, an avidity effect of 

multimerization upon mutual interaction was suggested by several authors as a means of 

compensation for the low affinity of the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex [Skalova et al., 2012; Li et 

al., 2013; Kita et al., 2015]. Although such functional multimerization of NK CTLRs have 

not been much explored, formation of similar nanoclusters is well described for the 

immunoglobulin family of KIRs interacting with MHC class I glycoproteins [Davis et al., 

1999] as well as in the co-stimulatory immunocomplexes B7-1:CTLA-4 and B7-2:CTLA-4 

where a periodic zipper-like network of interaction dimers was reported [Schwartz et al., 

2001; Stamper et al., 2001]. 

Although both LLT1 and NKR-P1 were shown to form covalent homodimers on the 

cell surface as full-length proteins [Lanier et al., 1994; Germain et al., 2010], the dimeric 

state of their CTLDs was, to the best of our knowledge, not yet evaluated in native cells. It 

would be therefore interesting to assess the actual stoichiometry of NKR-P1 CTLD on 
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cellular surface since similarly to B7-1/CD28 there could be an equilibrium of the 

monomeric/dimeric states (stabilized by cystic bond in the flexible stalk region) influencing 

the formation and dissociation of the above proposed interaction multimer and thus 

regulating the strength and signalization of the NKR-P1:LLT1 system. Whether this 

hypothesis of multimerization upon interaction of NKR-P1:LLT1 or other low affinity 

NK CTLRs has biological relevance remains to be tested. 

 

   

Figure 15: Structure of human NKR-P1:LLT1 complex. A. Overall organization of 
the complex crystal structure (PDB ID: unreleased). The LLT1 dimer (green/lemon) 
has contact with the NKR-P1 dimer formed by the blue monomer and the cyan 
monomer. The second blue-cyan NKR-P1 dimer is related to the first one by crystal 
symmetry. The cyan NKR-P1 monomer forms the first observed type of contact with 
LLT1, while the blue NKR-P1 monomer forms the second type. Additionally, the 
asymmetric unit of the crystal contains another NKR-P1 dimer (pink/magenta), not 
engaging in any contacts with LLT1. B. Overall comparison of the structure of 
dimeric KACL in the complex with two NKp65 monomers (dark purple and red, 
respectively; PDB ID: 4IOP, [Li et al., 2013]) and the structure of the LLT1 dimer 
(green/lemon) with two NKR-P1 dimers in the primary (cyan, left side) and secondary 
(blue, right side) binding modes. In the lower part the comparisons with only the 
primary or secondary (both in side-view using 90° y-axis rotation) interaction modes 
of NKR-P1:LLT1 are highlighted; the second molecules in NKR-P1 dimers were 
omitted for clarity. 
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5. SUMMARY 
 A new method for recombinant expression of stable LLT1 ectodomain based on efficient 

transfection of HEK293 GnTI- cells and for human NKR-P1 ectodomain based on stably 

transfected polyclonal HEK293S GnTI- cell pool selection has been developed. These 

methods have general applicability for homologous NK receptors. 

 

 The crystal structures of glycosylated and deglycosylated states of human LLT1 have been 

determined by molecular replacement with highest resolution of 1.8 Å. 

 

 In the crystal structures of LLT1 the overall fold was similar to the other C-type lectin-like 

domains, forming a classical α2-centered homodimer similar to CD69. 

 

 The crystal structures of glycosylated and deglycosylated states of human NKR-P1 have 

been determined by molecular replacement with highest resolution of 1.7 Å. 

 

 In the crystal structure of NKR-P1 the overall fold was similar to the other C-type lectin-like 

domains, but differed significantly in the formation of unique α1-centered homodimer 

similar to Dectin-1. 

 

 The crystal structure of complex of deglycosylated human NKR-P1 and LLT1 has been 

determined by molecular replacement with highest resolution of 1.7 Å. 

 

 In the crystal structure of NKR-P1 and LLT1 complex α1/α2-centered dimers alternate in 

bivalent interaction of two distinct types. The first type is similar to human NKp65:KACL 

and mouse NKR-P1B:m12 complexes interactions, while the second type is unique. 

 

 A hypothesis of formation of interaction multimer of alternating NKR-P1 and LLT1 

molecules upon cellular contact and their mutual engagement has been proposed. 
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Abstract 

Human NKR-P1 (CD161, gene klrb1) and its physiological ligand LLT1 (gene clec2d) is a prototypical 

inhibitory C-type lectin-like receptor:ligand pair of NK cells. Being identified as a marker for Th17 

cells, the role of NKR-P1 in homing lymphocytes into immune-privileged sites, where expression of 

LLT1 is increased, is of particular interest for multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis or Crohn’s 

disease; while its inhibitory signalization is being exploited by overexpression of LLT1 on 

glioblastoma, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and prostate cancer cells. We determined crystal structure 

of both NKR-P1 and NKR-P1:LLT1 complex. NKR-P1 is forming homodimer with unexpected 

symmetry that enables binding of LLT1 in two distinct binding modes bridging two LLT1 molecules, 

thus pointing to formation of potential interaction clusters suggestive of an inhibitory immune 

synapse. This structure explains previously observed interaction data and shows how avidity might 

improve affinity and signalization upon cellular contact. 
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Introduction 

Natural killer (NK) cells are innate immune lymphocytes exceptional for their ability to detect and eliminate 

virally infected, malignantly transformed or stressed cells without prior antigen sensitization (Vivier et al, 

2008). For these purposes, NK cells are equipped with a broad range of surface activating and inhibitory 

receptors that govern their activation through a fine balance of induced signals (Vivier et al, 2008). The 

inhibitory receptors engage the cellular health markers (MHC class I-like glycoproteins) that would be down-
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regulated due to infection or cellular stress (Anfossi et al, 2006). In such an event, NK cell can recognize 

through such loss of its inhibitory signals the “missing-self” and promote cytotoxicity towards target cell (Karre 

et al, 1986). Similarly, the activation receptors recognize up-regulated surface disease markers in a recognition 

mode referred to as “induced-self” (Bottino et al, 2005). NK cells also contribute to the initiation and 

development of the adaptive immune response via production and secretion of several classes of cytokines, 

especially proinflammatory IFN-γ (Vivier et al, 2011). Moreover, recent findings showed that NK cells are 

capable of maintaining a form of immunological memory (Cerwenka & Lanier, 2016; Vivier et al, 2011). Thus, 

NK cells represent a bridge between innate and adaptive immunity (Caligiuri, 2008; Vivier et al, 2011). 

The NK receptors comprise of two structurally divergent classes: the immunoglobulin-like receptors family 

and the C-type Lectin-like Receptors (CTLRs) family (Bartel et al, 2013; Yokoyama & Plougastel, 2003). 

CTLRs are encoded within the natural killer gene complex (NKC, human chromosome 12) and unlike C-type 

lectins CTLRs neither bind calcium ions nor engage carbohydrate ligands (Rozbesky et al, 2014; Zelensky & 

Gready, 2005). Instead, CTLRs are known to interact with protein ligands: while receptors such as Ly49, 

CD94/NKG2 or NKG2D recognize MHC class-I like molecules (Yokoyama & Plougastel, 2003), the NKR-

P1 subfamily of receptors have been shown to recognize structurally highly related Clr/Ocil CTLRs from the 

clec2 gene subfamily (Yokoyama & Plougastel, 2003; Zelensky & Gready, 2005) that is encoded in a tight 

genetic linkage with the klr genes of NKR-P1 receptors and represent a unique CTLR:CTLR interaction system 

serving both the non-MHC missing-self as well as the induced-self recognition (Bartel et al, 2013; Yokoyama 

& Plougastel, 2003; Zelensky & Gready, 2005). While several inhibitory and activating murine and rodent 

NKR-P1 receptors were described, the human receptor NKR-P1 (CD161, gene klrb1), identified in 1994 

(Lanier et al, 1994), is still the only human orthologue described so far. However, based on the structural and 

functional homology with NKR-P1 it was proposed that the human activating C-type Lectin-like (CTL) 

receptor-ligand pairs NKp65:KACL (klrf2:clec2a) (Spreu et al, 2010) and NKp80:AICL (klrf1:clec2b) (Welte 

et al, 2006) represent the activating counterparts of human NKR-P1 (Bartel et al, 2013; Vogler & Steinle, 

2011). 

Human NKR-P1 was first identified as a marker of NK cells (Lanier et al, 1994), where it acts as an inhibitory 

receptor (Aldemir et al, 2005; Lanier et al, 1994; Rosen et al, 2005), that is up-regulated by IL-12 (Poggi et al, 

1998). However, NKR-P1 is also expressed by natural killer T (NKT) cells (Exley et al, 1998), mucosal-

associated invariant T (MAIT) cells (Ussher et al, 2014) and other subsets of T-lymphocytes (Fergusson et al, 

2014), where it interestingly functions as a co-stimulatory receptor, increasing secretion of IFN-γ (Aldemir et 

al, 2005; Germain et al, 2011). NKR-P1 is already present on immature CD16- CD56- NK cells (Bennett et al, 

1996) and also on precursors of Th17 and MAIT cells in the umbilical cord blood (Cosmi et al, 2008). Of 

particular interest is the presence of NKR-P1 on IL-17 producing regulatory T cells (Afzali et al, 2013), on 

subsets of Tc17 cells (Billerbeck et al, 2010) and on all Th17 cells, for which NKR-P1 is a marker (Cosmi et 

al, 2008). These IL-17 producing T lymphocytes are implicated in development of a number of autoimmune 

diseases – e.g. Crohn’s disease (Smith & Colbert, 2014), multiple sclerosis (Brucklacher-Waldert et al, 2009), 

rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (Estrada-Capetillo et al, 2013), and psoriasis (Michalak-Stoma et al, 2013) – with 

NKR-P1 considered to aim or promote the transendothelial migration to immunologically privileged niches 

upon interaction with its endogenous ligand LLT1 (Cosmi et al, 2008; Chalan et al, 2015; Poggi et al, 1997). 
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LLT1 (gene clec2d) has been described to be primarily expressed on activated monocytes (APCs) and B-cells 

(Rosen et al, 2008) where it presumably contributes to defense against NK cell self-reaction (Rosen et al, 2008; 

Vogler & Steinle, 2011). However, its expression can be induced on NK cells and T cells by IL-2 (Boles et al, 

1999). Furthermore, it was shown that LLT1 is up-regulated on glioblastoma (Roth et al, 2007), prostate cancer 

(Mathew et al, 2016), and B-cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (Germain et al, 2015) cells where LLT1 contributes 

to immune evasion by dampening the NK cell cytotoxicity. Interestingly, Th17 cells (CD161+) have been 

reported to be present in the glioma tumor in increased number (Zambrano-Zaragoza et al, 2014). Six 

alternatively spliced isoforms of the clec2 gene were identified, with isoform 1 (coding for full-length 

membrane bound LLT1) being the only one confirmed to interact with NKR-P1 (Germain et al, 2010). 

However, a soluble form of LLT1 was recently found elevated in sera of RA patients (Chalan et al, 2015). 

Being a genetically coupled CTL receptor:ligand pair, human NKR-P1 and LLT1 share the general protein 

morphology (Bartel et al, 2013). They are type II transmembrane glycoproteins with an N-terminal cytoplasmic 

signalization tail, a transmembrane helix, a flexible stalk region and a C-terminal C-type Lectin-like 

domain(CTLD) (Germain et al, 2010; Lanier et al, 1994; Yokoyama & Plougastel, 2003). Both NKR-P1 and 

LLT1 were shown to form disulfidic homodimers (Germain et al, 2010; Lanier et al, 1994) linked most 

probably by cysteine residues in their stalk regions. Structure of the NKp65:KACL complex represents the 

only structural data currently available for complexes of the CTL receptor:ligand subfamily (Li et al, 2013). It 

was also shown that the interaction of NKp65:KACL is protein-based and independent of glycosylation (Bauer 

et al, 2015). Based on the available data an Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis of NKR-P1 and LLT1 

mutants was performed revealing fast kinetics of the interaction and key interaction residues and a model of 

this complex was proposed (Kamishikiryo et al, 2011; Kita et al, 2015).  

Previously we reported the first structure of LLT1 (Skalova et al, 2015) forming a non-covalent dimer 

following the classical dimerization mode of CD69 independently on its glycosylation (Blaha et al, 2015). Here 

we show and discuss the first structure of the human NKR-P1 receptor, forming a non-covalent dimer that 

differs from the classical dimerization mode of CD69 and LLT1 (Kita et al, 2015; Natarajan et al, 2000; Skalova 

et al, 2015), as well as its complex with LLT1 that explains the previous solution interaction observations and 

yet totally differs from the previously proposed interaction model. For the first time, we can show how 

dimerization of NKR-P1, as a prototypic CTLR with weak affinity towards its ligand, helps overcome this by 

means of receptor oligomerization, leading to proposed clustering of the receptor:ligand complex within the 

immunological synapse. 

 

Results 

Structure of human NKR-P1 ectodomain 

Two crystal structures of the human NKR-P1 ectodomain were solved: the structure of NKR-P1 with simple 

“GlcNAc2Man5“ N-glycosylation (NKR-P1_glyco) and of NKR-P1 deglycosylated after the first GlcNAc 

residue (NKR-P1_deglyco); data statistics for all structures are given in Table 1. NKR-P1 in both crystal 

structures follows the fold characteristic for a CTLD – two α-helices (α1 and α2) and two antiparallel β-sheets 

with the conserved hydrophobic WIGL motif within the domain core (Fig. 1 and 2a). The two β-sheets are 

formed by β-strands β0, β1, β1‘, and β5 and by β-strands β2, β2′, β3, and β4, respectively (assignment according 
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to Zelensky and Gready (Zelensky & Gready, 2005) used also for description of other related CTL structures 

(Kita et al, 2015; Li et al, 2013)). The domain is stabilized by three intramolecular disulfide bonds Cys94-

Cys105, Cys122-Cys210 and Cys189-Cys202. 

 

Human NKR-P1 homodimer is similar to that of murine dectin-1 

The asymmetric unit of NKR-P1_glyco contains two monomers, while the asymmetric unit of NKR-

P1_deglyco contains eight monomers of NKR-P1. All these monomers are arranged into very similar 

homodimers, with pairwise RMSD on Cα atoms up to 0.5 Å (Fig. 2b). However, these homodimers are of an 

unexpected type: they do not resemble the classical dimerization mode of CD69 and other clec2 ligands with 

helix α2 utilized in the dimerization interface. Instead, the dimerization interface of NKR-P1 is formed by helix 

α1, similarly as in the case of the murine C-type lectin-like pattern recognition receptor dectin-1 (Brown et al, 

2007), with which human NKR-P1 shares only 32% sequence identity of the CTLD (Fig. 2c). RMSD of Cα 

atoms between NKR-P1 and the dimer of dectin-1 in structure 2CL8 is 3.7 Å. The overall position and 

orientation of the monomers of human NKR-P1 in the dimer resembles those of dectin-1 to some extent but 

still there are significant differences, e.g. the positions of helices α1 of the superimposed dimers differ up to 7 

Å. 

 

Dimerization interface of human NKR-P1 is stabilized by glycosylation 

The dimerization interface of the NKR-P1 homodimer is formed by six protein-protein and several water-

mediated hydrogen bonds (Tab. S1), a peptide bond interaction via delocalized electrons (Lys126-Glu127) and 

a small hydrophobic core comprising Leu119, Ala120 and Ile168 from both chains (Fig. 3a). The contact 

surface area is ca. 500 Å2. In comparison with the classical α2-centred LLT1 dimer (7-12 hydrogen bonds, 

stronger hydrophobic core, contact surface area 500-800 Å2) (Skalova et al, 2015), the α1-centred dimer of 

NKR-P1 is realized through smaller contact surface area with fewer contact residues.  

Interestingly, the first localized GlcNAc units at Asn116 in NKR-P1_glyco and the overlapping GlcNAc units 

at Asn116 and Asn157 in NKR-P1_deglyco participate in dimerization contacts with residues of helix α1 and 

β2, L1, and β2’ regions of the opposite subunit of the NKR-P1 homodimer (Fig. 3b). In NKR-P1_glyco five 

hydrogen bonds between Asn116:GlcNAc and the opposite subunit contribute to stabilization of the α1-centred 

homodimer (Tab. S1). The contact surface area between the opposite chain of NKR-P1 and the localized 

GlcNAc unit is about 125 Å2. 

 

Glycosylation of human NKR-P1 

The NKR-P1 ectodomain contains three potential N-glycosylation sites at residues Asn116, Asn157, and 

Asn169 (Fig. 1a). Glycosylation on Asn169 is present in electron density in both glyco and deglyco structures - 

in NKR-P1_glyco the complete carbohydrate chain (GlcNAc2Man5) is localized in chain A, while a partial 

chain of GlcNAc2Man3 is localized in chain B (Fig. 3a); in NKR-P1_deglyco, the remaining first GlcNAc unit 

is well localized in all eight NKR-P1 chains. Interestingly, in NKR-P1_deglyco the remaining GlcNAc units 

on Asn116 and Asn157 of the opposite protein chains of the dimer occupy the same space and are found in 

alternative conformations together with Asn116 (for details see Methods, Tab. 1, and Fig. 3c). On the other 
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hand, in NKR-P1_glyco GlcNAc at Asn116 is well defined with full occupancy in both chains, while no 

electron density is present for glycosylation at Asn157. 

 

Structure of human NKR-P1:LLT1 complex  

The complex is composed of one NKR-P1 dimer and one LLT1 dimer 

The crystal structure of the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex is formed by deglycosylated NKR-P1 and LLT1 

ectodomains. The asymmetric unit of the crystal contains a complex of dimeric NKR-P1 with dimeric LLT1 

and an extra dimer of NKR-P1 (Fig. 4a). The dimerization mode of these NKR-P1 dimers is of the same α1-

centred type as in the structures of sole NKR-P1 described above (Fig. 2b). The LLT1 dimer follows the 

standard α2-centred dimerization mode (Fig. 2c), similar to CD69 and identical with that described in the LLT1 

structures (Skalova et al, 2015). LLT1 has well localized GlcNAc units at residues Asn95 and Asn147. 

Glycosylation of NKR-P1 observed in electron density is the same as in the structure NKR-P1_deglyco. 

The LLT1 homodimer engages its partner bivalently, i.e. one dimer interacts with two dimers of NKR-P1 

related by crystallographic symmetry: each monomer of LLT1 binds to a different subunit of a distinct NKR-

P1 homodimer (Fig. 4a). There is no apparent induced fit of the binding partners – the RMSD of Cα atoms 

between the non-interacting and interacting NKR-P1 dimers (NKR-P1_glyco and the complex) is 0.5 Å; for 

LLT1 (PDB ID 4QKH and the current complex) it is 0.7 Å. The localized N-linked glycosylation chains do 

not directly contribute to the interaction. 

 

Two interaction modes of NKR-P1:LLT1 complex 

There are two distinct types of engagement between NKR-P1 and LLT1 in the presented structure – the primary 

interaction mode (LLT1 chain B:NKR-P1 chain D) and the secondary interaction mode (LLT1 chain A:NKR-

P1 symmetry-related chain C). The primary interaction mode corresponds well to the structure of the 

homologous NKp65:KACL complex (PDB ID 4IOP (Li et al, 2013)) – RMSD of Cα atoms of the two 

complexes is 1.3 Å (one chain of receptor and one chain of the ligand in each case, Fig. 4b, lower left). To the 

best of our knowledge no protein-protein interaction similar to the secondary interaction mode is known. The 

interaction interfaces of NKR-P1 involved in both interaction modes are fairly similar. They are formed mostly 

by the membrane-distal residues of the loops L0, L3, L5, and L6 and strands β3 and β4 (Fig. 4c,d) that form a 

flat surface for interaction with LLT1. Conversely, in the case of LLT1 the interaction interfaces of the primary 

and secondary mode are quite different, albeit sharing a small number of residues. The primary interaction 

patch of LLT1 is formed by residues of the loops L0’, L0, L3, L5, L6 and strands β3 and β4 (Fig. 4c), whereas 

residues of the loops L2 and L5, strand β2’’, and helix α2 (Fig. 4d) are employed in the secondary interaction 

interface. Both interaction modes place the membrane-proximal parts of the receptor and of the ligand on the 

opposite sides of the complex and suggest a plausible model of interaction realized between two cells. 

The primary interaction is realized through nine hydrogen bonds, of which two are charge-supported, many 

water-mediated hydrogen bonds, and a π-π stacking interaction (Tyr201-Arg175) with a total contact surface 

area of ca. 800 Å2 (Tab. S1). Hydrophobic interaction is not utilized in this contact. The four strongest bonds 

are between the NKR-P1 residues Arg181, Tyr201, Lys148, and Ser199 and LLT1 residues Glu179, Glu162, 

Ser129, and Tyr177, respectively (Fig. 4c). The secondary interaction mode is realized through five hydrogen 

bonds, of which two are charge-supported, and a hydrophobic interaction (LLT1:Pro156 – NKR-P1:Ala149, 
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Leu151) with a total contact surface area of ca. 550 Å2 (Tab. S1). The three strongest bonds are between the 

NKR-P1 residues Asp147, Ser199, and Arg181 and LLT1 residues Arg153, Lys169, and Asn120, respectively 

(Fig. 4d). 

 

Solution data for NKR-P1:LLT1 complex 

To characterize the size and shape of the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex in solution we have performed 

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) measurements. The 

SAXS data are concentration-dependent due to an increasing ratio of the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex to 

the free constituents with increasing protein concentration. At total protein concentration 9.6 mg/ml, 

the molecular mass estimated from an extrapolated intensity at zero scattering angle I(0) is 63 kDa, 

which corresponds well with the expected mass of the dimer:dimer complex (66 kDa). Therefore, this 

concentration was selected for the complex solution state characterization. The scattering plot for 

these conditions, Kratky plot, P(r) plot and a DAM envelope with fitted crystal structure are shown in 

the supplemental Figure 1.  

The SAXS envelope of the complex has a size and shape approximately corresponding to the size 

and shape of the dimer:dimer NKR-P1:LLT1 complex in both the primary or secondary mode. The 

CRYSOL fit between the experimental SAXS data and scattering curve simulated from coordinates 

of all possible monomeric or dimeric NKR-P1 and LLT1 domain combinations was checked. The best 

accordance was found for the dimer:dimer complex in primary and secondary interaction modes (χ2 

5.4 or 5.2, respectively). The CRYSOL fit for models composed of an LLT1 homodimer and two NKR-

P1 monomers placed in either the primary/primary or primary/secondary combinations is much worse 

(χ2 87.5 or 121.8, respectively) with shapes lacking good agreement with the SAXS envelope (not 

shown). 

Similarly, AUC data are also concentration dependent. Whereas free human NKR-P1 ectodomain is 

monomeric with s20,w sedimentation coefficient 2.1 S (estimated molecular mass 18 kDa, expected 

17.5 kDa) and LLT1 ectodomain is forming non-covalent dimer (2.9 S) dissociating to monomer at 

lower concentrations (previously characterized in Skalova et al., 2015(Skalova et al, 2015)), upon 

increasing the total concentration of NKR-P1:LLT1 equimolar mixture a shift of apparent 

sedimentation coefficient corresponding to the complex formation is observable (Fig. S2a), reaching 

an s20,w value of 3.7 S at the highest analyzed protein concentration. While this value corresponds 

rather to an LLT1(dimer):NKR-P1(monomer) complex than to the particle of the expected 

dimer:dimer stoichiometry, when we take into account non-ideality resulting from the very high protein 

concentration used (18 mg/ml) and recalculate this s20,w value to zero protein concentration, the 

resultant estimated 0s20,w value for spherical particle is 4.4 S and for elongated particle 4.5–5 S with 

approximate dimensions 10–15 × 4–5 nm, which is within range expected for a dimer:dimer complex 

and correlates well with the observed SAXS envelope. 

To analyze the sedimentation data further, binding isotherm was constructed by integrating individual 

c(s) curves and plotting the resulting weighted S values against the given protein concentrations 

used and fitted with two hetero-association binding models (Fig. S2b,c). The second bivalent binding 

model (A+BAB+BABB) describes the data slightly better with estimated sAB and sABB values 
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3.3 and 4.0 S, and Kd values 36 and 144 µM, respectively, again pointing to the dimer:dimer overall 

stoichiometry. 

 

Discussion 

Comparison with homologous NKp65:KACL complex 

Currently the only available structure of a homologous complex – NKp65:KACL (Li et al, 2013) describes two 

monomeric NKp65 units interacting separately and symmetrically with a dimeric KACL ligand with a 

topological similarity to the described primary interaction mode in the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex (Fig. 4b). 

However, the NKp65:KACL complex employs an entirely different set of interactions in the interface between 

the two proteins. Not a single amino acid interaction pair observed in the primary NKR-P1:LLT1 interface 

resembles those observed in the NKp65:KACL complex. The primary interaction mode in NKR-P1:LLT1 to 

a significant extent relies on main chain contacts permitting fast kon/koff kinetics, which agrees with the SPR 

experiments published previously as well as our AUC analysis. This implies that in both cases a topologically 

similar complex is formed while the responsible intermolecular recognition is realized semi-independently of 

the actual fold and amino acid composition. 

 

Influence of α1-centred dimerization on complex affinity 

Li et al. also reported that the orientation of NKp65 bound in the complex precludes the putative α2-centred 

dimerization of NKp65. An NKp65 α1-centred dimer model does not seem plausible for steric reasons and a 

lack of stabilizing interactions, too (based on our analysis, not shown). This contrasts with the α1-centred 

dimerization of NKR-P1 observed in both the unbound and complex crystal structures. Interestingly, a single-

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) c.503T>C of human klrb1 gene causing mutation of the CTLD residue Ile168 

to Thr168 was described recently (Rother et al, 2015). The authors reported a  

37%-frequency of the Thr168 allele and showed that the Thr168 isoform of NKR-P1 has lower ability to bind 

LLT1 and subsequently smaller inhibitory effect on NK cells and further proposed that Ile168 forms a part of 

the interaction interface between NKR-P1 and LLT1 with a direct influence on the recognition of LLT1 by 

NKR-P1 (Rother et al, 2015). However, the structure of the NKR-P1 homodimer shows that Ile168 is present 

at the dimerization interface rather than at the membrane-distal interaction interface – actually, it participates 

in a small hydrophobic pocket within the dimerization interface (Fig. 3d). Therefore, we propose that the 

substitution of the nonpolar isoleucine residue by polar threonine caused by the c.503T>C SNP has an indirect 

effect on the binding affinity through destabilization of the α1-centred NKR-P1 homodimer and, furthermore, 

that the NKR-P1:LLT1 binding affinity is influenced by the oligomeric state of the receptor. The complex 

NKp65:KACL stands out for its high affinity (Kd ~ 0.67 nM)(Li et al, 2013) – ca. 3000× stronger than 

NKp80:AICL (Kd ~ 2.3 µM) (Welte et al, 2006) and 70000× than NKR-P1:LLT1 (Kd ~ 48 µM (Kamishikiryo 

et al, 2011); this study 36 µM). It is possible that due to this exceptionally high affinity in NKp65 the putative 

α1-centred dimerization interface evolved in a way that hinders such dimerization, while in the case of the low 

affinity NKR-P1, NKp80 receptors in a way supporting the α1-centred dimerization for an increased avidity 

effect. 
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Comparison with previously proposed NKR-P1:LLT1 binding model 

The SPR analysis of single-residue mutants of both binding partners performed by Kamishikiryo et al. 

(Kamishikiryo et al, 2011) and updated by Kita et al. (Kita et al, 2015) (based on the published structure of 

LLT1) identified several key residues of NKR-P1 and LLT1 that are important for their interaction and 

proposed several pairs of interacting residues (Tab. S2). The proposed set of participating residues corresponds 

well with the observed primary interaction mode. The mutated residues with detrimental or moderate effect on 

binding in the SPR studies are mostly found in this interface (Fig. 1 and Tab. S2) – in LLT1: Tyr165, Asp167, 

Lys169, Arg175, Arg180, and Lys181, and in NKR-P1: Arg181, Asp183, Glu186, Tyr198, Tyr201, and 

Glu205. Also, their proposed interaction pairs agree with the mutual orientation of the interacting 

macromolecules. Namely, the proposed LLT1/NKR-P1 pairs Tyr177/Tyr198 and Arg175/Glu200 correspond 

well to our observed pairing of LLT1:Tyr177:OH/NKR-P1:Ser199:O and LLT1:Arg175:N/NKR-

P1:Glu200:OE2, respectively. The proposed pairing of Glu179 from the LLT1 loop L6 with Ser193 or Thr195 

from the NKR-P1 loop L5 resembles the crystal structure contacts of Glu179 with Arg181 (loop L3) and 

Tyr198 (strand β4), located just in the vicinity of the NKR-P1 loop L5. In contrast to the SPR studies we do 

not observe any contact between Tyr165 and Phe152, although LLT1:Tyr165 is employed in the primary 

interface and Phe152 is close to the interacting L0 region of NKR-P1. Lastly, we do not observe the suggested 

direct bond between LLT1:Lys169 and NKR-P1:Glu205. Although these residues are close to each other in 

the primary mode (the closest distance 4.3 Å), they clearly do not form a pivotal bond of the interaction 

interface and the Lys169 side chain is rather flexible as suggested by a low quality of its electron density map 

in the primary mode, contrary to all other side chains in the vicinity having well-defined positions. 

As the secondary binding mode observed in the NKR-P1:LLT1 structure utilizes a significantly different region 

of LLT1 compared to the primary one, the orientation of LLT1 and NKR-P1 in this binding mode does not 

correspond to the interaction pairs proposed in the SPR studies. However, as the interaction interface of NKR-

P1 in this mode is quite similar to the primary mode, some of the NKR-P1 residues with a previously identified 

effect on binding are also employed in the secondary mode (Arg181, Asp183, Tyr198, and Tyr201). 

Interestingly, the residue LLT1:Lys169 makes several contacts with NKR-P1 (Arg181, Ser199, and Glu200) 

in the secondary interaction mode. However, the proposed pair Lys169/Glu205 is not observed in this mode 

either and here they are located even further away – ca. 11 Å. The presence of Lys169 in both the primary and 

the secondary interface of LLT1 suggests that the role of this residue in the overall formation of the complex 

is significant. The reported mutation of Lys169 in LLT1 to Glu169 (Kamishikiryo et al, 2011) would lead to a 

co-localization of several negative side chains in the secondary interface (Glu200 and Asp183 of NKR-P1 and 

mutated Glu169). This explains that the observed disruption of the NKR-P1:LLT1 interaction in the previous 

SPR experiments was most likely caused by the weakening of the secondary interface rather than the primary 

one. The following restoration of binding due to the mutation of Glu205 in NKR-P1 to Lys205 could be, in the 

light of the current structure, explained as strengthening of the primary interface. Thus, the previously 

published SPR-based interaction data to a significant extent agree with the interaction modes between NKR-

P1 and LLT1 observed in the presented crystal structure, although there are also previously suggested 

interaction pairs which cannot be observed in either interface. 
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Assembly of NKR-P1:LLT1 complex on cell surface 

Previously, an avidity effect of multimerization upon interaction was suggested by several authors as a means 

of compensation for the low affinity of the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex (Kita et al, 2015; Li et al, 2013; Skalova 

et al, 2012). Interestingly, in the presented structure of this complex we do indeed observe formation of a chain 

of repeating NKR-P1 and LLT1 homodimers. This pseudo-linear multimer has a zig-zag shape with the 

membrane-proximal parts of the proteins on the opposite sides (Fig. 5). However, such multimer is based on 

the alternating α1/α2-centred homodimeric state of NKR-P1/LLT1 (the chain-forming effect) and by 

simultaneous involvement of both the primary and the secondary interaction modes (steric effect). An 

attempted multimeric model of NKR-P1:LLT1 engagement in the primary mode alone shows a chain of 

homodimers having non-linear, almost helical organization (Fig. S3a), with the NKR-P1 stalk regions clashing 

sterically and the LLT1 stalk regions exposed in many different directions out of the complex core. Such 

multimer is unlikely to be compatible with cell membrane anchoring and to form within an immunological 

synapse. The receptor:ligand engagement in the secondary mode alone would also lead to formation of a helical 

multimer with both the receptor and the ligand stalk regions pointing in many different directions out of the 

complex core (Fig. S3b). Therefore, we conclude that a combination of both interaction modes is necessary for 

a biologically plausible multimeric interaction. 

Although such functional multimerization of NK CTLRs have not been much explored, formation of similar 

nanoclusters is well described for the immunoglobulin family of KIRs interacting with MHC class I 

glycoproteins (Davis et al, 1999). Moreover, in crystal structures of the co-stimulatory immunocomplexes B7-

1:CTLA-4 and B7-2:CTLA-4 a periodic zipper-like network of interacting dimers was reported (Schwartz et 

al, 2001; Stamper et al, 2001). Interestingly, B7-1 exists on a cell surface in a dynamic equilibrium of 

monomers and non-covalent dimers, where upon interaction with co-stimulatory CD28 it forms an interaction 

network of B7-1:CD28 homodimers. The uncoupling of this interaction is facilitated by dissociation of the B7-

1 to monomer, whereas an obligate dimer of B7-1 led to prolonged abnormal signalization between APC and 

T cells (Bhatia et al, 2010). 

Although both LLT1 and NKR-P1 were shown to form covalent homodimers on the cell surface as full-length 

proteins (Germain et al, 2010; Lanier et al, 1994), the dimeric state of their CTL ectodomains was, to the best 

of our knowledge, not yet evaluated in native cells. The formation and stability of the α2-centred non-covalent 

homodimer of soluble LLT1 ectodomain was reported previously (Blaha et al, 2015; Kita et al, 2015; Skalova 

et al, 2015). The relevance of the α1-centred NKR-P1 non-covalent homodimer is discussed above; however, 

the human NKR-P1 α1-centred dimer utilizes fewer intermolecular contacts and has a smaller contact surface 

area than α2-centred dimeric CTLRs and is thus less stable as also shown in our AUC analysis where only 

monomeric NKR-P1 species were observed. Dimerization of human NKR-P1 CTLD would be expectedly 

promoted in the context of the full-length receptor cystic homodimer and yet the length of its stalk region (25 

amino acids) may confer enough flexibility for a CTLD monomer/dimer equilibrium. It would be therefore 

interesting to assess the actual stoichiometry of NKR-P1 CTLD on cellular surface since similarly to B7-

1/CD28 there could be an equilibrium of the monomeric/dimeric states (stabilized by cystic bond in the flexible 

stalk region) influencing the formation and dissociation of the above discussed interaction multimer and thus 

regulating the strength and signalization of the NKR-P1:LLT1 system, especially to distinguish between the 

membrane-bound dimeric and the soluble monomeric form of the ligand. 
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Methods 
 
Protein expression and purification. The mutant (His176 to Cys176) form of soluble LLT1 ectodomain (Gln72-Val191) was 

produced transiently in HEK293S GnTI- cells as described before (Blaha et al, 2015). The lectin-like domain of human NKR-

P1 was produced in a similar way in stably transfected pool of HEK293S GNTI- cells (Bláha et al., submitted). Briefly, the 

expression construct corresponding to the CTL extracellular domain of NKR-P1 (Gly90-Ser225) was subcloned into the 

pOPINGGTneo plasmid (kindly provided by prof. Ray Owens, University of Oxford), flanked by N-terminal secretion leader 

and C-terminal His-tag (leaving ETG and KHHHHHH at secreted protein N- and C-termini, respectively). A suspension culture 

of HEK293S GnTI- cells (Reeves et al, 2002) was transfected with a 1:3 (w/w) mixture of the expression plasmid and 25 kDa 

linear polyethylenimine. The stably transfected cell pool was selected within 3 weeks on 200 ng/µl of geneticin G418 antibiotic. 

The secreted proteins were purified from the harvested media by two step chromatography – an IMAC was performed on a 

Talon column (GE Healthcare), followed by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) on a Superdex 200 10/300 GL (GE 

Healthcare) in 10 mM HEPES pH 7.5 with 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM NaN3. For deglycosylation, GST-fused Endo F1 

(Grueninger-Leitch et al, 1996) was added to the protein (in SEC buffer with 50 mM citrate pH 5.5) in a 1:100 weight ratio and 

incubated for 2 hours at 37°C. The deglycosylated protein was then purified using batch affinity chromatography on 

Glutathione Sepharose 4B resin (GE Healthcare) with subsequent SEC as above. 

 

Crystallization.  

NKR-P1 glycosylated (structure NKR-P1_glyco) – Soluble human NKR-P1 ectodomain at 20 mg/ml in SEC buffer was 

crystallized using the sitting drop vapor-diffusion method. Drops (100 nl of reservoir solution and 100 nl of protein solution) 

were set up using a Cartesian Honeybee 961 robot (Genomic Solutions) at 294 K. The reservoir consisted of 20% w/v PEG 

3350, 200 mM di-sodium tartrate pH 7.2 (PEG/Ion screen, condition 36; Hampton Research). A hexagonal crystal with 

dimensions of 150 × 150 × 20 µm was cryoprotected by soaking in the reservoir solution with addition of 25% (v/v) ethylene 

glycol. 

NKR-P1 deglycosylated (structure NKR-P1_deglyco) – The ENDO F1-deglycosylated soluble human NKR-P1 ectodomain 

was concentrated to 12 mg/ml and crystallized as above. The reservoir consisted of 20% w/v PEG 3350, 200 mM ammonium 

fluoride, 200 mM lithium chloride pH 6.2 (PEG/Ion screen, condition 3, Additive screen, condition 17; Hampton Research). A 

rod-shaped crystal of dimensions 50 × 50 × 150 µm was cryoprotected as above using addition of 25% (v/v) glycerol. 

NKR-P1:LLT1 complex (structure NKR-P1:LLT1) – The ENDO F1-deglycosylated soluble human NKR-P1 and LLT1 

ectodomains were mixed in 1:1 molar ratio and concentrated to 8 mg/ml of total protein. The protein complex was crystallized 

as above; drops (200 nl of reservoir and 100 nl of protein solutions) were seeded with 50 nl of stock solution of crushed 

needle-shaped crystals of deglycosylated NKR-P1 grown in 20% w/v PEG 3350, 200 mM ammonium fluoride pH 6.2 (PEG/Ion 

screen, condition 3; Hampton Research). The reservoir consisted of 200 mM ammonium sulfate, 20% w/v PEG MME 5000, 

100 mM Tris pH 7.5 (Proplex screen, condition 1-40; Molecular Dimensions). A tetragonal bipyramid crystal of dimensions 30 

× 30 × 80 µm was cryoprotected as above using addition of 25% v/v glycerol. 

 

Data collection. All diffraction data were collected at Diamond Light Source, beamline I03, with wavelength 0.97625 Å and 

using a PILATUS3 6M detector. The crystal-detector distance was set to 340 mm, exposure time per image was 0.02 s, 

oscillation width 0.1º, and temperature 100 K. 7200 images were collected for each of the data sets. In the case of the NKR-

P1:LLT1 complex, only 5000 images were finally used for data processing. 

 

Data processing and structure solution. All diffraction images were indexed and integrated using the XDS package 

(Kabsch, 2010) and scaled using AIMLESS (Evans & Murshudov, 2013). 5% randomly selected reflections were used as Rfree 

set. The phase problem was solved by molecular replacement – NKR-P1_glyco: in program BALBES (Long et al, 2008) using 

the structure of the human NK cell receptor KLRG1 bound to E-cadherin (PDB ID 3FF7 (Li et al, 2009)); NKR-P1_deglyco: 6 

chains found in PHASER(McCoy et al, 2007) using murine NKR-P1A (PDB ID 3T3A (Kolenko et al, 2011)) were completed 

by 2 chains found in MOLREP (Vagin & Teplyakov, 2010); NKR-P1:LLT1: 4 chains found in BALBES as NKR-P1 chains (using 

structure of murine dectin-1, PDB ID 2BPD (Brown et al, 2007)) were completed by two more chains in MOLREP and all 6 

chains were manually reinterpreted as 4 NKR-P1 chains and 2 LLT1 chains. Refinement was performed using REFMAC5 
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(Murshudov et al, 2011) and manual editing in COOT (Emsley et al, 2010). The last cycle of refinement was done using all 

reflections. The final data processing and structure parameters are summarized in Tab. 1. 

 

Structure quality assessment.  

NKR-P1_glyco – The structure, comprising one dimer of the glycosylated CTLD of human NKR-P1, is overall well defined in 

electron density, corresponding to the high resolution of the structure (1.8 Å). Glycosylation at the dimerization interface does 

not show the overlapping features as observed in the structures of deglycosylated NKR-P1 (below). GlcNAc was modelled on 

Asn116 with full occupancy in both chains, while glycosylation at Asn157 was not observed on the level of electron density. 

All modelled glycosylation chains (GlcNAc2Man5 at A/Asn169, GlcNAc2Man3 at B/Asn169 and GlcNAc at residues Asn116 in 

both chains) are well localized in electron density. 

NKR-P1_deglyco – The asymmetric unit comprises of four dimers of the CTLD of human NKR-P1 deglycosylated after the 

first GlcNAc unit. The length of the localized part of the protein chain varies from the shortest chains A, F and G with modelled 

residues Leu91–Leu214 to the longest chain H with residues Gly90–Arg218. GlcNAc at residue Asn169 is well localized, 

however, GlcNAc units bound to Asn157 and Asn116 at the dimerization interface are present in alternative and overlapping 

positions and residue Asn116 also shows alternative conformers. GlcNAc units bound to Asn157 and Asn116 were modeled 

with 0.5 occupancy and only the more distinct from each overlapping pair was modeled (Tab. 1). 

NKR-P1:LLT1 – The asymmetric unit contains two dimers of the CTLD of human NKR-P1 and one dimer of the CTLD of LLT1. 

The structure has well defined electron density and all protein chains can be unambiguously assigned. The strongest 

difference peaks correspond to non-interpretable small ligands. LLT1 has well localized GlcNAc units at residues Asn95 and 

Asn147. Localized glycosylation chains of NKR-P1 are the same as in the structure NKR-P1_deglyco (previous paragraph). 

 

PDB deposition. The crystal structures were deposited in the Protein Data Bank under the codes 5MGR (NKR-P1_glyco), 

5MGS (NKR-P1_deglyco) and 5MGT (NKR-P1:LLT1). 

 

Small-angle X-ray scattering. SAXS data for NKR-P1:LLT1 mixture/complex were collected on beamline P12 at DESY Petra 

III, Hamburg, Germany, using a Pilatus 2M detector, wavelength 1.24 Å and sample-to-detector distance 3 m. The human 

NKR-P1 and LLT1 ectodomains homogeneously glycosylated by GlcNAc2Man5 diluted in 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 10 

mM NaN3, pH 7.5 were mixed in 1:1 molar ratio. Data were collected at 293 K for buffer and protein samples at concentrations 

0.6, 1.2, 2.4, 4.8, and 9.6 mg/ml and processed using the ATSAS package (Petoukhov et al, 2012). For data collected at 

concentration 9.6 mg/ml, 20 independent models were calculated with DAMMIN (Svergun, 1999). The models were 

superimposed and averaged using DAMAVER (Volkov & Svergun, 2003); no model was rejected. The DAMAVER model was 

filtered using the damfilt command and then refined with DAMMIN. The final model was visualized in CHIMERA (Pettersen et 

al, 2004) as an envelope 15 Å above the beads. 

 

Analytical ultracentrifugation. NKR-P1:LLT1 complex formation was analyzed in an analytical ultracentrifuge ProteomeLab XL-I 

equipped with An-50 Ti rotor (Beckman Coulter, USA) using sedimentation velocity experiment. Samples of glycosylated NKR-P1, LLT1 

and their equimolar mixtures with increasing concentration in SEC buffer were spun at 48000 rpm at 20 °C and 150 scans with 0.003 cm 

spatial resolution were recorded in 5 min steps using absorbance optics. Buffer density and proteins partial specific volumes were estimated 

in SEDNTERP (www.jphilo.mailway.com). Data were analyzed with SEDFIT (Schuck, 2000) using a c(s) continuous size distribution 

model. Binding isotherm (as well as figures illustrating AUC data) was prepared in GUSSI (Brautigam, 2015) and then fitted in SEDPHAT 

(Schuck, 2003) using hetero-association models A+BAB or A+BAB+BABB; only values for Kd, sAB, sABB were floated in the 

fit, other parameters were kept constant at known values. 

 

Supplementary information 
Figure S1 and S2 display the obtained SAXS and AUC data, respectively. Figure S3 shows a model of 

oligomeric assembly of NKR-P1:LLT1 complexes based on propagation of a single interaction mode. Table 
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S1 describes contacts of the NKR-P1 dimerization interface as well as the NKR-P1:LLT1 interaction interfaces. 

Table S2 compares the previously proposed NKR-P1:LLT1 binding model with the crystal structure. 
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Figures 

Figure 1 
 

 

 

Figure 1. Sequence alignment of human NKC encoded receptor:ligand pairs. Secondary structure elements and loop regions (L) are 

denoted for NKR-P1 and LLT1 above the alignments. The paired numbers at the bottom indicate the cystic pairs in the NKR-P1 and LLT1 

structures, mutation His176Cys in LLT1 and Ile168 in NKR-P1 are marked by asterisk. Predicted N-linked glycosylation sites of NKR-

P1 and LLT1 are denoted with orange triangles. The conserved WIGL motifs are underlined with black line. The regions employed in 

formation of non-covalent dimer of NKR-P1 or LLT1 are denoted by blue lines above the sequence. Conserved residues are in red letters, 

bold denotes strictly conserved residues. (a) Sequence alignment of CTLDs of human NKR-P1, human NKp65 and human NKp80. NKR-

P1 residues that contact LLT1 in the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex in primary binding mode and NKp65 residues that contact KACL in the 

NKp65:KACL complex are on green background. NKR-P1 residues that engage LLT1 in the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex in the secondary 

binding mode are marked with purple triangles. (b) Sequence alignment of CTLDs of human LLT1, human KACL and human AICL. 

LLT1 residues that contact NKR-P1 in the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex in the primary binding mode and KACL residues that contact NKp65 

in the NKp65:KACL complex are on green background. LLT1 residues that engage NKR-P1 in the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex in the 

secondary binding mode are marked with purple triangles. 
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Figure 2 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Structure of human NKR-P1 shows unique dimerization interface. (a) Ribbon diagram of the NKR-P1 CTLD. Secondary 

structure elements are labelled. Helix α1 is red and helix α2 is yellow; β-strands and loops are cyan. (b) Comparison of NKR-P1 dimer 

formation of glycosylated (cyan), deglycosylated free (green) and complex-bound (blue) form of NKR-P1. (c) Comparison of α1- and α2- 

centered dimerization of murine dectin-1 (PDB ID 2CL8, magenta) and LLT1 (PDB ID 4QKI, green), respectively, with helices α1 and 

α2 shown in red and yellow. On the right – structural alignments of dectin-1 and NKR-P1 monomers and LLT1 and NKR-P1 monomers 

are shown – while the CTLD fold is conserved in each pair of aligned proteins, the overall topology of α1- and α2- centered dimers is 

opposite. 
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Figure 3 

 

 

Figure 3.  Glycosylation and dimerization interface of NKR-P1. (a) Dimerization interface of NKR-P1. Subunits of NKR-P1 are shown 

as Cα-trace (blue and cyan), the dimer contact residues are shown as sticks with carbon atoms colored in light blue (blue subunit) and 

orange (cyan subunit); for clarity only residues from the blue subunit are labelled. The first GlcNAc unit N-linked to Asn116 and the 

carbohydrate chain N-linked to Asn169 observable in the NKR-P1_glyco structure are shown with carbon atoms colored in yellow and 

green, respectively. (b) Top view into the dimerization interface. The NKR-P1 subunits surfaces are colored in blue and cyan. The GlcNAc 

units bound to Asn116 are shown as sticks with carbon atoms in yellow. The contact residues between GlcNAc bound to chain A and the 

chain B are in yellow, the contact residues between GlcNAc bound to chain B and the chain A are in purple. Hydrogen bonds are depicted 

by green dashed lines with a detailed view in top right. (c) Mixture of glycosylation states at the dimer interface in NKR-P1_deglyco 

structure. A GlcNAc unit is N-linked to Asn157, chain A, and it is modelled with 0.5 occupancy. The second GlcNAc unit present 

alternatively at Asn116 of chain B is not modelled. Contours of 2mFo-DFc (2.8 σ, cyan) and mFo-DFc (1 σ, green) electron density maps 

are shown. (d) Small hydrophobic core in the central part of the NKR-P1 dimerization interface (subunits colored as in a). The principle 

residues are shown as spheres with carbon atoms in yellow. The Ille168 residues (whose mutation decreases the ability of NKR-P1 to bind 

LLT1) are shown with carbon atoms in orange. 
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Figure 4 
 

 

 

Figure 4. Organization of NKR-P1:LLT1 complex. (a) Overall organization of the complex crystal structure. The LLT1 dimer 

(green/lemon) has contact with the NKR-P1 dimer, formed by the blue monomer and the cyan monomer. The second blue-cyan NKR-P1 

dimer is related to the first one by crystal symmetry. The cyan NKR-P1 monomer forms the primary mode contact with LLT1, while the 

blue NKR-P1 monomer forms the secondary mode contact with LLT1. Additionally, the asymmetric unit of the crystal contains another 

NKR-P1 dimer (pink/magenta), not engaging in any contacts with LLT1. (b) Overall comparison of the structure of dimeric KACL in the 

complex with two NKp65 monomers (PDB ID 4IOP, dark purple and red, respectively) and the structure of the LLT1 dimer (green/lemon) 

with two NKR-P1 dimers in the primary (cyan, left side) and secondary (blue, right side) binding mode. In the lower part – the comparisons 

with only the primary or secondary (both in side view using 90° y-axis rotation) interaction modes of NKR-P1:LLT1 are highlighted; the 

second molecules in NKR-P1 dimers were omitted for clarity. (c) The NKR-P1:LLT1 primary interaction mode. Contact residues within 

5 Å distance are colored in yellow. Amino acids forming the four strongest contacts are highlighted in red. (d) NKR-P1:LLT1 secondary 

interaction mode. Contact residues within 5 Å distance are colored in yellow. Amino acids forming the three strongest contacts are 

highlighted in magenta. 
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Figure 5 
 

 

 

Figure 5. Organization of the chain-forming NKR-P1:LLT1 complexes. (a) Representation of four neighboring asymmetric units 

within the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex crystal, excluding the additional receptor dimer. The NKR-P1 (blue and cyan) and LLT1 (green and 

lemon) dimers alternate participating in the primary (cyan and green) and secondary (blue and lemon) interactions, forming a chain-like 

structure. The schematic depiction of this arrangement is shown in the inset with the same color code. The black and white triangles 

represent the positions of the N-termini, pointing behind and in front of the display plane, respectively. (b) Depiction of the hypothetical 

arrangement of the chain-like structure upon the contact of an NK (bottom, blue) and a target cell (top, green). Crystal structure of two 

NKR-P1 dimers (cyan and blue) interacting with two LLT1 dimers (green and lemon) in the primary (cyan and green) and secondary (blue 

and lemon) modes are shown. The first three N-terminal residues in the structures are highlighted in red. The symbolic representation of 

the flexible stalk regions connecting the N-termini and cellular membranes is drawn in speckled lines in the corresponding color coding. 

The view on the right is clipped for better clarity at the plane indicated in the view on the left. 
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Tables 

 
Table 1. Data processing statistics and structure refinement parameters. Values in parentheses refer to the highest 

resolution shell. 

 NKR-P1 glyco NKR-P1 deglyco NKR-P1:LLT1 

PDB code 5MGR 5MGS 5MGT 

Data processing statistics 

Space group P3121 P1 P212121 

Unit-cell parameters a, b, c (Å); 
α, β, γ (°) 

68.24, 68.24, 127.19; 
90, 90, 120 

44.81, 68.40, 101.56; 
101.88, 100.72, 100.64 

44.58, 80.15, 272.95; 90, 
90, 90 

Resolution range (Å) 43.3 – 1.8 (1.84 – 1.80) 
48.68 – 1.90 
(1.93 – 1.90) 

76.90 – 1.90 (1.94 – 
1.90) 

No. of observations 1287150 (76917) 610421 (26224) 1452154 (80494) 

No. of unique reflections 32555 (1900) 87081 (4353) 78617 (4472) 

Data completeness (%) 100 (100) 97.9 (95.1) 100 (99.9) 

Average redundancy 39.5 (40.5) 7.0 (6.0) 18.5 (18.0) 

Mosaicity (°) 0.08 0.09 0.05 

Average I/σ(I) 41.0 (7.4) 12.9 (1.7) 14.0 (3.0) 

Solvent content (%) 47 42 57 

Matthews coefficient (Å3/Da) 2.32 2.13 2.32 

Rmerge
a 0.061 (0.637) 0.085 (0.894) 0.153 (0.976) 

Rpim
b 0.010 (0.102) 0.053 (0.618) 0.052 (0.337) 

CC1/2 1.000 (0.975) 0.999 (0.671) 0.998 (0.890) 

Structure refinement parameters 

Rwork
c 0.167 0.157 0.166 

Rfree 0.202 0.207 0.201 

Rall 0.168 0.157 0.166 

Average B-factor (Å2) 33 32 26 

RMSD bond lengths from ideal 
(Å) 

0.016 0.018 0.019 

RMSD bond angles from ideal 
(°) 

1.7 1.8 1.8 

Number of non-hydrogen atoms 2481 8344 7030 

Number of dimers per 
asymmetric unit (chains) 

1 NKR-P1 (AB) 
4 NKR-P1 (AB, CD, EF, 

GH) 
1 LLT1 (AB), 2 NKR-P1 

(CD, EF) 

Number of water molecules 225 682 691 

Positions of modeled GlcNAc 
residues 

AB 116, AB 169 
C 116, ABCEFGH 157, 

ABCDEFGH 169 

AB 95, AB 147, 
F 116, CDF 157, CDEF 

169 
 

Ramachandran statistics: 
residues in favored regions (%); 
number of outliers(Lovell et al, 
2003) 

98; 0 98; 0 98; 0 
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a  (Diederichs & Karplus, 1997), where 

and  are the observed individual and mean intensities of a reflection with indices hkl, respectively, 

is the sum over the individual measurements of a reflection with indices hkl and is the sum over all reflections. 

b  (Weiss, 2001), where n is the 

redundancy of the reflection with indices hkl. 

c , where Fo(hkl) and Fc(hkl) are the 

observed and calculated structure-factor amplitudes for reflection with indices hkl, for working set of reflections. Rfree is the same as Rwork 

but it is calculated for 5% of the data omitted from refinement. Rall sums over all reflections. Friedel pairs were treated as independent 

observations. 
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Supplementary information 
 
Figure S1 

 

 

Figure S1. SAXS data for NKR-P1:LLT1 complex at 9.6 mg/ml. (a) Scattering plot in logarithmic scale with inserted behavior of 

Guinier region; (b) Kratky plot; (c) P(r) plot with Dmax 11.5 nm; (d) The final DAM envelope fitted with X-ray structure of NKR-P1:LLT1 

dimer:dimer complex in primary mode (top figure) and secondary mode (bottom figure). Color coding is the same as in figures 3 and 4. 
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Figure S2 

 

 

Figure S2. AUC data for NKR-P1:LLT1 complex. (a) Normalized sedimentation coefficient distributions transformed to 

standard conditions (s20,w) for free NKR-P1 (green, 5 mg/ml), free LLT1 (orange, 3.5 mg/ml), and their equimolar mixtures at 

increasing concentration (blue to red, total concentration in mg/ml). Shifting of the distribution to higher S values corresponds 

to NKR-P1:LLT1 complex formation with fast kinetics. (b) and (c) Binding isotherms were constructed using the distributions 

for the proteins mixtures shown in (a) integrated per whole range and fitted using A+BAB model in (b) or with 

A+BAB+BABB model in (c) where A is LLT1 dimer and B is NKR-P1 monomer. 
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Figure S3 

 

 

Figure S3. Oligomeric assemblies of the NKR-P1:LLT1 complexes based on propagation of a single interaction mode. (a) Primary 

interaction mode. LLT1 is in green, NKR-P1 in cyan. (b) Secondary interaction mode. LLT1 is in lemon, NKR-P1 in blue. The first three 

N-terminal residues of the proteins are highlighted in red. 
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Table S1 

 

Table S1. Hydrogen bonds in the dimerization interface of NKR-P1 and in the primary and secondary 
binding modes of the NKR-P1:LLT1 complex. Water-mediated protein-protein hydrogen bonds are not 
shown. 

NKR-P1 – chain A NKR-P1 – chain B Hydrogen bonds 
Distance 

[Å] 

α1-centered dimerization (NKR-P1_glyco: chain A, NKR-P1_glyco: chain B) 

Ser127 Ser123 A/Ser127 O:B/Ser123 Oγ 2.8
Ile168 Thr124 A/Ile168 O:B/Thr124 Oγ1 3.1
Glu213 Glu126 A/Glu213 N:B/Glu126 Oε2 2.8
Ser123 Ser127 A/Ser123 Oγ:B/Ser127 O 2.7
Thr124 Ile168 A/Thr124 Oγ1:B/Ile168 O 3.1
Glu126 Glu213 A/Glu126 Oε2:B/Glu213 N 2.8
Asn157 NAG501 A/Asn157 Nδ2:B/NAG501 O7 3.0
Ser159 NAG501 A/Ser159 Oγ:B/NAG501 O3 3.3

NAG501 Asn157 A/NAG501 O7:B/Asn157 Nδ2 2.9
NAG501 Ser159 A/NAG501 O4:B/Ser159 Oγ 3.3
NAG501 Ser161 A/NAG501 O4:W615/W632:B/Ser161 Oγ 4.8

 

LLT1 NKR-P1 Hydrogen bonds 
Distance 

[Å] 

Primary mode (LLT1: chain B, NKR-P1: chain D) 

Ser129 Lys148 Ser129 Oγ:Lys148 O 2.6
Asp130 Ala149 Asp130 N:Ala149 O 3.0
Glu162 Tyr201 Glu162 Oε1:Tyr201 OH 2.5
Arg175 Asp183 Arg175 Nη1:Asp183 Oδ2 2.9
Arg175 Asp183 Arg175 Nη2:Asp183 Oδ2 3.2
Arg175 Glu200 Arg175 N:Glu200 Oε2 3.0
Tyr177 Asp183 Tyr177 OH:Asp183 N 3.2
Tyr177 Ser199 Tyr177 OH:Ser199 O 2.6
Glu179 Arg181 Glu179 Oε1:Arg181 Nη1 3.1
Glu179 Arg181 Glu179 Oε1:Arg181 Nη2 3.0
Glu179 Tyr198 Glu179 N:Tyr198 OH 3.2

Secondary mode (LLT1: chain A, NKR-P1: chain C) 

Asn120 Arg181 Asn120 Oδ1:Arg181 Nη1 3.0
Asn120 Arg181 Asn120 Oδ1:Arg181 Nη2 3.0
Arg153 Asp147 Arg153 Nε:Asp147 Oδ1 3.2
Arg153 Asp147 Arg153 Nη2:Asp147 Oδ2 2.8
Lys169 Arg181 Lys169 O:Arg181 Nη1 3.1
Lys169 Arg181 Lys169 O:Arg181 Nε 3.2
Lys169 Ser199 Lys169 Nζ:Ser199 O 2.6
Lys169 Glu200 Lys169 Nζ:Glu200 Oε1 3.1
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Table S2 

 
Table S2. Comparison of the previously proposed NKR-P1:LLT1 binding model with the crystal 
structure. The table lists point mutations of LLT1 and NKR-P1 residues that had either a detrimental or 
moderate negative effect on binding of its partner as determined by SPR analyses in the previous binding model 
proposed by Kamishikiryo et al. and Kita et al. (Kamishikiryo et al, 2011; Kita et al, 2015); the previously 
proposed interaction pairs are listed at the bottom. The presence or absence of such residue or interaction pair 
within the primary or secondary binding mode interface in the observed NKR-P1:LLT1 complex crystal 
structure is indicated with upper indices (P – primary, S – secondary, - – absence). 
 

LLT1 NKR-P1

Detrimental effect on binding

Lys169Glu P/S Glu162Arg -/- 

Arg175Glu P/- Asp183Arg P/S 

Arg180Glu P/- Tyr198Ala P/S 

Lys181Glu P/- Tyr201Ala P/S 

 Glu205Arg P/- 

Moderate effect on binding

Tyr165Ala P/S Arg181Glu P/S 

Asn167Ala P/- Glu186Arg -/- 

Proposed LLT1:NKR-P1 interaction pairs

Lys169:Glu205 -/-

Arg175:Glu200 P/-

Glu179:Ser193/Thr195 P/-

Tyr177:Tyr198 P/-

Tyr165:Phe152 -/-
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